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Lavelle rejects
dorm proposal
Kevin Bachman
News Editor

When the UniversityCommittee on Visitation Hour Policy submitted their proposed revisions in
March, they felt that "john Carroll
University needed a contemporary, effective, alternative to the
current policy on visitation ."
Rev Michael). Lavelle,SJ, president of john Carroll University,
disagreed.
The proposal was submitted to
Lavelle, with the unanimous approval of the 'Committee, which
included the DirectorofResidence
Life Donna Byrnes, the Dean of
Admissions and Financial Aid
john Gladstone.] unior class president Genesis Brown, Vice president of the Student Union Dennis
Percy. Dean of Students, joe Farrell, and Assistant tot he President,
WD. Bookwalter endorsed the
proposal as well.
If the proposed policy was
passed, East and Campion Halls
would have open visitation 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
"After reviewing the proposal
of the University Committee on

Visitation Hour Policy, and after
consultmg with several constituencies i ncludingstudents, parents,
alumni and faculty,I have decided
to retain the current policy on visitation," said Lavelle in a memorandum to the committee.
"I'm sure he[Lavelle!knows that
this decision will be criticized. I
want to make it clear that l publicly critize this decision.! belteve
that we are the most important
constituency when it comes to this
issue, because it affects our lives,"
said john Cranley, Student Uniori
president.
The memo to the community
cites both the privacy and safety
problems that an open visitation
policy might create.
'It's not a moral issue at all. My
concern is twofold: security and

Candy in Campion

}on~lhon

Liz Whiteman

privacy l' m no t sure students are

did play a role in the decision mak

ready to give up this privacy; said
Farrell.
The memo does call for Vice
President of Student Affairs, Rev.
RichardPSalmi toworkwithstudents to develop 24 hour "study
rooms' during finals .
While Salmi said that students

ing process. he does not now
what else can be done."! think the
president has given his response,
and I don't see any real reason for
us to visit the question in the near
future,' said Salmi.
Cranley, however wants to have
See Visitation, page 3

"It could happen to any of us.
We have to take care of the poor."
said Robert Fox: of University
Parkway who donated food to
Operation FOCUS. "It's a part of
the jewish and Catholic traditions,
it's something everybody should
do."
Families of Cleveland United
by Students(FOCUS) is collecting
canned goods to provide a pproximately 50 families from the St.
Agnes parish in Cleveland with
food the week of Thanksgiving.
Kristi Vadino, Student Union
secretary, said that this was a,
"coming together of students and
the University Heights community''
Megan Baldino, FOCUS chairperson,organized and planned the
food drive in accordance with the
Student Union. "We're working
together as a team , everybody's
done an extraordinary amount of
work." said Baldino. Michael
Colyer, Student Union treasurer
said Baldino, 'is doing a fine job
and she's to be commended."
Every Wednesday, 15 to 20 student volunteers distribute fliers
throughout University Heights.
The fliers inform the area that food
collections will be made later in
the week. That Sunday, 15 to 20
student volunteers collect the nonperishable food. "If anyone is interested, the opportunity IS sull

there to volunteE;.r,' said B~ldino.
On campus donations will be
collected on November 6. There
will be boxes in each hall, and FOCUS volunteers will also go door
to door to collect food. Faculty departments are also donating food
which is collected by FOCUS
members every Friday.
There will be several raffles to
raise money to buy additional
food .
FOCUS raffled off john Carrollsweatshirts which raised $134.
Thisrafflefarexceeded what they
made last year, said Colyer. FOCUS also raffled off a trip to the

Hollty

The residents and staff of Campion Hall treated local kids, last Thursday, to a speciG~I Halloween
experience. The Campion residents provided plenty of fun and scare for the kids.

FOCUSing on helping others
Staff Reporter

ews

Bahamas and raised $175.
The money raised through the
raffles will be used to buy perishable items such as turkeys, milk
and eggs. "We are confident that
we can feed 50 families," said
Baldino.
FOCUS volunteers will either
deliver the food to each family or
they will take thefood toSt.Agnes,
where the families will come to
collect it. 'Delivering food to fami lies is an incredible experience,
being able to do something for
other people,' said Doralice
Tavolario, Student Union director
of internal affairs.

lOOn R Thnr~

Robert Fox. of University Parkway, hands Doralice Tavolario a box
filled with canned goods for Project FOCUS. Students canvassed
University Heights in search of food for inner city families for
Thanksgiving.

Julianne Cassin
Staff Reporter

Four speakers, one of them a
victim herself , addressed thejCU
community last Thursday on the
dangers of violence, rape , and
stalking.
John Carroll's Department of
Campus Security sponsored the
CrimePreventionSeminarduring
which, Linda Smith from Stalker
Inc. at the Cleveland Police Academy, and a victim of a stalking
herself, addressed the audience.
Smith used wordssuchas"badgered, battered, controlled, humiliated,embarrassed,and terrorized" to describe what the stalker
did to her life. His obsessive behavior forced her to feel "angry,
depressed , imprisoned, and manipulated ," she said.
Smith cited statistics in saying
that 200,000 stalkers are stalking
famous persons, and that one in
every 20 adults will be stalked in
hisorherlifetime. Themostcommon methods of stalking torment
are threats by way of phone calls,
presents, and mail, Smith said.
In the worse case scenarios, the
victims are killed or raped; this
problem is becoming more and
more common among teenagers,
said Smith.
Victims don't come forward
because they are made to feel like
it is their faulr when reporting the
incident to the authonues, and it
is not unusual for sr\llkers to even
play the roles in society as successful, professional. well-respected Indivtduals. Smith said.
California was the first state to
enact astalkmg law m 1990. Most
states didn't follow until 1992 or

1993. Presently, all 50 states have
some kind of law against stalkers.
The state of Ohio defines a
"sta lker" as "any person knowinglyengagingina pattern of conduct that causes another person
physical or mental stress."
John Ropar of the Counseling
Center, discussed the dangers of
date violence, relationship abuse ,
and date rape. Alcohol is a large
contribution to date violence,
Roparsaid. "Themajorityof rapes
occur from an acquaintance such
as friends or family," he added.
Ropar explained that the victim does not always realize that
he/she has been raped and that
the victim is made to feel as though
it was his/her own fault. It is believed that men think that"women
naturally want sex." and that "if
struggle is part of the game,
women like that," said Ropar.
Common signs of date violence
are verbal abuse, physical abuse.
jealousy, restriction of freedom ,
and sexual advances or abuse after the word "no," said Ropar.
Ellen Ackerman, of the Cleveland Rape Crisis Center, said that
the Center now has a 24-hour hot
lineandfreecounseling. TheCenter has received over 5,000 calls
and has counseled over 1,200 i ndividuals in the past year, Ackerman
said.
Whtle statisitics show that
2,000womenarerapedeach week
in the United States, Acl<erman
said that rape doesn'tjust happen
to women.
One out of every three women
and one out ol every five men 18
and under arc susceptible to rape.
see Crime page 3
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Media discuss O.J. coverage
Christine A. Dresch

tested that the ll!edia coverage of
the case had unfavorably portrayed Sheppard and they demanded a re-trial.
After nearly a decade of deliberation, the Ohio Supreme Court
overturned the charges and
granted a retria l. Sheppard was
found not guilty in 1966.
O'Donnell warned tha t the
media is no longer an ineffectual
observer, but a viable instrument
of both the prosecut io n and the
defense m a high-profile case.
"At the first trial, the defense
knew the Ohio Supreme Court at
rhar time was in vesrigatingdefendants' rights in trial media,"
O'Donnell said "He [the defense
anorney] mampu Ia ted the media
as ground work for an eventual
appeal...the charge that the trial
had a circus atmosphere is nor
uue .The Sheppard courtroom was
held under strict control. But when
you have a guilty client, you try
everybody else but your client."
The panel quickly pointed out
that media blackouts, such as
those frequently threatened by
judge Lance Ito in the Simpson
pre-trial hearings, are no real solution at all. What is needed, said
Clark, is a balance of the rights
and the responsibilities of both the
press and the courts.
"We live in a country with
amendments protecti ng both free
expression and [air trial. We do

Staff Reporter
journalists and media experts
from across the srate participated
in a panel discussion last Friday to
review the balance between free
press and fair trial They used the
OJ. Simpson trial and the landmark Sam Sheppard murder trial
as basis for their discussion, "Free
Press/ Free Tnal: Redux the OJ
Simpson Case."
The event was organized by
Marianne Salcetti and Sr. Mary
Ann Flannery of thecommunications department.
Panelists included Doris
O'Donnell, a crime reporter, presemlyworkingforThePiainDea!er,
who covered the Sheppard murder, Ted Henry, WEWS- TV news
anchor, Bill Sheil, WEWS- TV supervJsmg producer; Diana
Cyganov1ch, lawyer and victim
advocate for Templum House. a
center for abused women; Roger
Brown , assistant editor for The
Plain Dealer;and Terry Clark, attorney and First Amendment ex pen.
O'Donnell outlined theCircum stances that surrounded the
Sheppard murder trial in Cleveland in 1954 Sheppard was
charged with the bludgeoning
death of his wife, Maril yn,and sentenced to life in prison. However,
soon after the sentencing, the
Sheppard defense counsel pro-

Gewe~~

have the ngh ts of free ex pression
of the press in the courtroom, but
we also have the responsibHity to
seek out abuse of those nghts,"
Clark said.
The panel then sought to expose several of the media abuses
of the Simpson pre-trial hearing.
How much coverage ts too
much coverage? Brown said,
"When the news is reduced torepeating the same news in different, Incredulous angles." He further explained that desperanon to
find a scoop in the reporter plagued city of Los Angeles has
led many reporters to relax their
journalistic discipline. Several
have begun to accept the stories
offered by unreltable anonymous
sources, damaging the credi bi.lit y
of the media when their story falls
through.
"Every source has an agenda,"
said Sheil.
"Generally, one rarely uses informants 1f there is nor a documentary trail to back up the information," O'Donnell added .
The panel agreed rhatthe large
number of reporters covering the
trial from Los Angeles has lessened the overall quality of their
reports.
"The mass of useless information is obscene ,' said Clark. "The
coverage of the average murder
trial does not focus on day-to-day
proceedings in the courtroom. But
the Simpson reporters have dissected every event and non-event,
said Clark."
According to Clark, a recent
Gall up poll indicated that people
have gained a greater understand-

Chrl stlna Hynes
Assistant News Editor

John R. Thornt

Doris O'Donnell, the reporter who covered the Sam Sheppard
murder case, which parallels the O.J. case, some analysts say.
ing of judicia 1procedures and the
tactics of both prosecution and
defense from watching the trial
coverage.
Cyganovich said she was encouraged by the increase in awareness of domestic v10lenceaf terthe
murder of Nicole Brown Simpson.
She hopes public education continues.
Bur the panel was nor overly
optimistic about the educational
benefitsof the Simpson media coverage. Sheil said, "Print media is
slow paced. It must be digested
and comph rended. lt is intellectually centered. On the other
hand , telev ision is a fas t-paced
hammering of the senses. lt is
mainly a visual medium, and before you have the cha nee to form
an impression about one event , it's
onto the next. It leaves little bur
emotional impact."
The panel concluded that despite the influence the media

wields over the shaping of A merican opinion, any potential for reform lies in the efforts of individ uals.
"lt's too late to try and unbias
the Simpson jury," said Clark, "It 's
an impossible task"
"The people have the ability to
discern information they receive,"
sa id Sheil. ' 1[ the judge and the
jury do their task properly, it
shouldn't matter what they see on
the news or read in the paper. A
fair trial does nor have to be a perfec t trial."
"The media is a free enterprise
system just like any other business," said Henry. 'Any hope of
regulation has to come from the
top ra nks of a highly competitive
ind usrry who base their decisions
on the desires of itsconsumersThe
public chooses what they see or
read. They must decide whether
they wish robe informed , or entertained ."
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Proposed core curriculum revision raises faculty concerns
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The Committee on Academic
Policies (CAP) moved closer to
pass ing the proposed revision of
the Core Curriculum in the College of Arts and Sciences. While a
majority vote of the Faculty Forum is enough to enact the proposal ,controversy surrounded the
proposed First Year Seminar.
"It [the proposal) highlights mtellectual, moral, and spiritual
principles, and the responsible
social actions which flow from
them," the objective reads.
Several other concerns were
brought to the attention of the
committee concerning plans for
new language requirements and
writing-intensive courses required in every major.
The First Year Seminar, a
three-credit course, will provide a
rigorousseminarcoursetodiminish a strictly departmental focus.
In several sessions, questions were
raised conce rning money and the
effectiveness of the sem inar on the
students if cuts have to be made to
provide adequate staff. The first
year seminar will utilize the diversity of the facult y rather than
concentrate on the different departments. The committee plans
to teach similar material to promote communal learning and
concentrate less separation of disciplines. This, in effect, will have
faculrymembersteachingcourses

Crime
Continued from page 1
"Eighty percent of the time the
victim knows the sexual offender,
which is why rape isn't generally
reported in these situations,"
· ker a sa1 . " r - t
cent of sexual offenders are
tween th e ages of 18and 25, which
is proof positive why it is so important to stay sober in college,"
Ackerman said.
Sergeant Matthew Goffos of
CampusSecurirystated thatsralkers usually suffer from major mental illness, or "erorimania," which
is a "dill usional type of condition
in which the offender thinks the
victim is the love of his or her life."
Goffos was asked whether or
not the alleged rape case reported
on Sunday,October23sparked the
need for the Crime Prevention
Seminar. "No, th is event is something that has been in the works
for the past couple of months; it
was just unfortunate timing that
the recent incident happened this
past weekend ," stated Goffos.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

The Irish culture and
language come alive!

•••

Experience the transforming
of a fearful man to an
exhalted hero.
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WUJC THANKS ALL THOSE WHO
PARTICIPATED WITH THE HAUNTED
HOUSE. IT WILL ALWAYS BE A
MEMORABLE EXPERIENCl

Paul Thomson, chairperson of
thecommittee,alluded to the success of St John's College in An napolis, Maryland "Since 1937,
there have been no departments
and nomajorsatSr.john'sCollege.
Instead of the lecture system,
classes are taught as seminars, tutorials, and laboratories. Classes
are small and (include) informal
discussion groups," the college literature says.
Every faculty member at Sr.
John's teaches every pan of the
program. A faculty member
whose expertise lies outside of the
science field, for exam pie, teaches
afreshmancoursein literature and
then works his or her way up to a
literature course with a higher
level of difficulty. The First-Year
program, if passed, will be modeled after that.
"There are two goa Is [of the
seminar]:theimpactof society,and
a rigorous seminar course. lf they
try to do both, most likely they
won't accomplish either; pick the
most importan t one. l would pick
the academic goal," said Horwath.
Along wi th the First-YearSeminar,facultymembersalsodebated
the proposed Writing Intensive
Courserequirement. Theproposal
states that "the primary goal of
this requirement is to enable students to carry into their upper-

Visitation

that was conducted in March of
1994, 81% of the 561 students
polled were in favor of a change In
rhe visitation policy. "The Committee recognizes the necessity to
meet the needs of all students,' the
proposal said.
'l think it's about time we take a
bigger stand on things in this
sc hool." junior Megan Cl iffordsaid
• · e tt n a - ·
.l ·
til!e
make !Sur voice known.'
' 1 see no compelling reason for
making such a c hange, nor have I
found a need for change compelling to the constituencies of the
university with whom I have consulted about the proposal ,' the
memo said.
'We were willing to make the
compromise. Are they?" said
Cranley.

Continued from page 1
a ' Town Meetmg' with those that
were mvolved in the decisiOn. "I'm
going to invite Fr. Salmi and Fr.
Lavelle, the presidents of the Parents association, and the director
of the Alumni board,' said Cranley
The memo to the community
i ~
at :h " niv ~ll d
serve s·t'tudemswe m encouraging the practice of sraymg up
all night... this type of campus culture does little to prepare students
for life after graduation.'
"I t's narrow minded to say that
everyoneworks9-5. Hedidn'tseem
to care that students want visitation. According to Fr. Lavelle, negotiation is over,' said Cranley.
In the Residence Hall Survey

John Carroll Uniuersity
Bookstore
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Nov. 4-6th
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Color Print Film Deueloped &- Printed
at Uniuersity Bookstore

99¢
12 eHp.
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RADIO

this criteria because I don't require
a paper with three drafts l ques·
tion how they arrived at the conditions, even though lam supportive of a writing requirement," said
Paul Launtzen, of the religious
studies department.
Some faculty are also concerned with the proposed language requirement; some think it
isd iscrim initory because students
who come from other countries
can avoid the requirement.
"In the early seventies, the core
said Catholics needed to take six
hours of religious studies. It was
illegal. In my mind, it's the same
son of question," said Horwath.
"People who speak a foreign
language fluently will be relieved
of their responsibllity to take anoi her language. They have enough
tro uble coping with courses that
na rives take for granted. I feel it is
fair enough," Fleischman said.
The com mittee has decided to
send the proposal to the floor of
the Faculty Forum for discussion
as it stands. The committee is including all the concerns and supparr that have been recorded ar
the hearings.

Parents Weekend

$1.99
Jobn Carroll University

divisiOn courses the disci pi ine and
habits of good writing nurtured
in compositiOn courses. A second,
yet equally important goal, is to
intensify the expectation of professors throughout the university
for excellent standards of expression in all written assignments
Students will be required to
submit three short papers, one of
which must undergo three dra[ rs
and a peer analysis, or one term
paper which also undergoes three
drafts and a peer analysis.
The emphasis is placed on revisions rather than the amount of
writing involved . Faculty members who elect to teach these
courses will attend workshops to
prepare them for the methods of
the course.
The ideology is that students
will receive better feedback
through the drafting and editing
process rather than just receiving
their final grade.
Faculty also asked what criteria would designate a writing-intensive course.
"l teach a moral-decision makingcourse that 1consider writing
mtensive bur it would not meet

Film Oeueloping

$3.99
24 eKp.

Keep Listening.

November 11-12
$5 w/student ID
$6 advanced sale
$7 at the door

outside of their field, which has
raised some concern from some
faculty.
"lf a person is not knowledgable
in a field , I don't think you can
teach a rigorous course in the field.
Otherwise, you are going in bl ind .
How would you make up a test?"
said Darrell Horwath , professor
of ma thematicsandcomputersetence.
john Soper. of economics and
finance , agreed.
"l feel uncomfortable reaching
outside of my field . I also have
problems with other people teaching outside their fields. Someone
in physics is not competent in the
field of economics and vice-versa.
It doesn't make sense," he said.
"The point of the seminar is
collaborative learning; as the student learns, so does the faculty.
The professor is a guide rather than
an expert," said Richard
Fleischman, chairperson of accountancy. "It is exciting for faculty, but not all faculty. Many professors have never been in a class
where they are not an expert. But,
lam supportive of the idea."
Other faculty members agreed
tha t this idea is possible because
of the faculty's extensive education. The teacher would simply be
taking an act ive role in learning
along with the student, they said.

$5.99
36 exp.
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Media discuss O.J. coverage
Christine A. Dresch

tested that the IT!edia coverage of
the case had unfavorably portrayed Sheppard and they demanded a re-t riaL
After nearly a decade of del iberation, the Ohio Supreme Court
overturned the charges and
gramed a retria!. Sheppard was
found not guilty in 1966.
O'Donnell warned that the
medta is no longer an ineffectual
observer, but a viable instrument
of both the prosecution and the
defense in a high-profile case.
"At the first trial, the defense
knew the Ohio Supreme Court at
that time was investigatingdefendants' rights in trial medta ,"
O'Donnell said. "He !the defense
attorney! manipulated the media
as ground work for an eventual
appeal...the charge that the trial
had a circus atmosphere is not
true.TheSheppardcourtroom was
held understrictcontrol. But when
you have a guilty client, you try
everybody else bur your client."
The panel quickly pointed out
that media blackouts, such as
those frequently threatened by
Judge Lance lto in the Simpson
pre-trial hearings, are no real solution at all What IS needed, said
Cia rk, is a ba Ia nee of the rights
and the responsibili tiesofboth the
press and the courts.
"We live in a country with
amendments protecting both free
expression and fair trial. We do

Staff Reporter

Journahsts and media experts
from across the state participated
in a panel discussion last Friday to
review the balance between free
press and fainrial. They used the
OJ, Simpson trial and the landmark Sam Sheppard murder trial
as bas1s for their discussion , "Free
Press/Free Trial: Redux the OJ
Simpson Case."
The event was organized by
Marianne Salceni and Sr. Mary
Ann Flannery of the communications department.
Panelists included Doris
O'Donnell, a crime reporter, presemlyworkingfor The Plain Dealer,
who covered the Sheppard murder; Ted Henry, WEWS-TV news
anchor; Bill Sheil, WEWS-TV supervising producer; D1ana
Cyganovich, lawyer and victim
advocate for Templum House , a
center for abused women; Roger
Brown, assistant editor for The
Plain Dealer;and TerryC\ark, at·
torney and First Amendment ex pert.
O'Donnell outlined thecircum stances that surrounded the
Sheppard murder trial in Cleveland in 1954 Sheppa rd was
charged with the bludgeoning
death of his wife, Mari Iyn,a nd sentenced to life in prison. However,
soon after the sentencing, the
Sheppard defense counsel pro-

Gewe~~

have the ngh ts of free ex press1on
of the press in the courtroom. but
we also have the responsibility to
seek out abuse of those rights,"
Clark said.
The panel then sought to expose several of the media abuses
of the S1mpson pre-trial hearing.
How much coverage is too
much coverage) Brown satd,
"When the news is reduced torepeating the same news 111 differem, mcredulous angles." He further explained that desperation to
find a scoop in the reporterplagued city of Los Angeles has
led many reporters to relax their
journalistic discipline. Several
have begun to accept the stories
offered by unreliable anonymous
sources. damaging the credi bi lit y
of the media when their story falls
through .
"Every source has an agenda."
said Sheil.
"Generally, one rarely uses informants if there is not a documentarytrail to back up the information," O'Donnell added.
The panel agreed tha t the large
number of reporters covering the
trial from Los Angeles has lessened the overall quality of their
reports.
"The mass of useless information is obscene,' said Clark "The
coverage of the average murder
trial does not focus on day-to-day
proceedings in the courtroom. But
the Simpson reporters have dissected every event and non -event,
said Clark ...
According to Clark, a recent
Gallup poll indicated that people
have gained a greater understand-

Christina Hynes
Assistant News Editor

John R ThorllC'

Doris O'Donnell, the reporter who covered the Sam Sheppard
murder case, which parallels the O.J. case, some analysts say.
ingof judicial procedures and the
tactics of both prosecution and
defense from watching the trial
coverage.
Cyganovich said she was encouraged byt he increase in awareness of domestic vwlen cea f ten he
murder of Nicole Brown Simpson.
She hopes public education continues.
But the panel was not overly
optimistic about the educational
benefits of the Simpson media coverage. Sheil said, "Print media is
slow paced. It must be digested
and comphrended. It is intellectually centered. On the other
hand, television is a fast-pa ced
hammering of the senses. It is
mainly a visual medium, and before you have the chance to form
an impression about one event, it's
onto the next. lt leaves linle but
emotional impact."
The panel concluded that despite the influence the media

wieldsovertheshapingof American opinion, any potential for reform lies in the efforts of individuals.
"lt's too late to try and unbias
the Simpson jury," said Clark, "It's
an imposs1ble task ...
"The people have the ability to
discern mformation they receive,"
said Sheil. 'If the judge and the
jury do their task properly, it
shouldn't matter what they see on
the news or read in the paper. A
fair trial does not have to be a perfect tria 1."
"The media is a free enterprise
system just like any other business," said Henry. "Any hope of
regulation has to come from the
top ranks of a highly competitive
industry who base their decisions
on the desires of itscons umers.The
public chooses what they see or
read. They must decide whether
they wish to be informed, or entertained"
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The Committee on Academic
Policies (CAP) moved closer to
passing the proposed revision of
the Core Curriculum in the College of Arts and Sciences. While a
majority vote of the Faculty Forum is enough to enact the proposal ,controversysurrounded the
proposed First Year Seminar.
"!tithe proposal! highlights mtellectual, moral, and spiritual
principles, and the responsible
social actions which flow from
them," the objective reads.
Several other concerns were
brought to the attention of the
committee concerning plans for
new language requirements and
writing -intensive courses required in every major.
The First Year Seminar, a
three-credit course, will provide a
rigorousseminarcourse todiminish a strictly departmental focus.
In several sessions. questions were
raised concerning money and the
effectivenessof theseminaron the
students if cuts have to be made to
provide adequate staff. The first
year seminar will utilize the diversity of the faculty rather than
concentrate on the different departments. The commi ttee plans
to teach similar material to promote communal learning and
concentrate less separation of disciplines. This, in effect, will have
faculty mem oers teaching courses

Crime
Continued from page 1
"Eighty percent of the time the
victim knows the sexual offender,
which is why rape isn't generally
n;poned in these situations,"
· kerm
. •· t=
-f"ve rcent of sexual offenders are
tween the ages of l8and 25, which
is proof posinve why it is so important to stay sober in college,"
Ackerman said.
Sergeant Matthew Goffos of
CampusSecuritystated that stalkers usually suffer fro m maJOr mental illness, or "erotimania," which
is a "dillusional type of condition
in which the offender thinks the
victim is the love of his or her life."
Goffos was asked whether or
not the alleged rape case reported
on Sunday, October 23 sparked the
need for the Crime Prevention
Seminar. "No, this event is something that has been in the works
for the past couple of months; it
was just unfortunate timing that
the recent incident happened this
past weekend," stated Goffos.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

The Irish culture and
language come alive!

•••

Experience the transforming
of a fearful man to an
exhalted hero.
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Proposed core curriculum revision raises faculty concerns
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WUJC THANKS ALL THOSE WHO
PARTICIPATED WITH THE HAUNTED
HOUSE. IT WILL ALWAYS BE A
MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE.

Paul Thomson, chairperson of
the committee, alluded to the success of St. John's College in An napolis, Maryland. "Since 1937,
there have been no departments
and no majors at Sr.john'sCollege
Instead of the lecture system ,
classes are taught as seminars, tutorials. and laboratories. Classes
are small and (include) informal
discussion groups," the college literature says.
Every faculty member at St.
John's teaches every pan of the
program. A faculty member
whose expertise liesoutsideof the
science field, for example, teaches
a freshmancourse in literature and
then works his or her way up to a
literature course with a higher
level of difficulty. The First-Year
program, if passed, will be modeled after that.
"There are two goals [of the
seminar!. the impact of society,and
a rigorous seminar course. If they
try to do both, most like\ y they
won't accomplish either; pick the
most important one. 1would pick
the academic goal," said Horwath.
Along with the First· YearSeminar,faculty members alsodebated
the proposed Writing Intensive
Course requirement. The proposal
states that "the primary goal of
this requirement is to enable students to carry into their upper-

Visitation

that was conducted in March of
1994, 81% of the 561 s1udents
polled were in favor of a change in
the VISitation policy 'The Committee recognizes the necessity to
meet the needs of all students,' the
proposal said.
"1 think it's about time we take a
bigger stand on things in this
school," juntor Megan C\ ifford said

Continued from page 1
a "Town Meeting' with those that
were involved in the decision. "I'm
going to mvtte Fr. Salmi and Fr.
Lavelle , the presidents of the Parents association, and the director
of the Alumni board ,' said Cranley
Th e memo to the community
1
1t ·u IV r ll
serve s· StudentS W~e,:.;IL.n~e~n;aC;>O,e;u~r-~
aging the practice of staying up
all night... this type of campus culture does little to prepare students
for life after graduation.'
"It's narrow minded to say tha t
everyone works9-5. Hedidn'tseem
to care that students want visita·
tion. According to Fr. Lavelle, negotiation is over," said Cranley.
In the Residence Hall Survey

·

'r

t~e

tlll

d

Parent's Weekend
Nov. 4-6th

Film Developing

Parents Weekend

SUPER SALE
Color Print Film Deueloped C. Printed
at Uniuersity Bookstore

99¢
12 ettp.

15 ettp.

RADIO

thiscriteria because I don't require
a paper with three drafts I question how they arrived at the condttions,even though I am supportive of a wming requirement," sa1d
Paul Laumzen, of the religious
studies department.
Some faculty are also concerned with the proposed language requirement; some think it
isdiscriminitory because students
who come from other countries
can avoid the requirement.
"ln the early seventies, the core
said Catholics needed to take six
hours of religious studies. It was
illegal. In my mind, it's the same
sort of question," said Horwath.
"People who speak a foreign
language fluently will be relieved
of their responsibility to take another language. They have enough
trouble coping with courses that
natives take for granted . lfeel it is
fair enough," Fleischman said.
Thecommntee has decided to
send the proposal to the floor of
the Faculty Forum for discussion
as it stands. The committee is including all the concerns and support that have been recorded at
the hearings.

v r. l ·

John Carroll Uniuersity
Bookstore

$1.99
Jobn Carroll University

division courses the dtsCipl ine and
habits of good writing nurtured
in com position courses. A second,
yet equally important goal, is to
mtensify the expectanon of professors throughout the university
for excellent standards of expression in all written assignments.
Students will be required to
submit three short papers, one of
which must undergo three draftS
and a peer analysis, or one term
paper whtch also undergoes three
drafts and a peer analysis
The emphasis is placed on revisions rather than the amount of
writing involved. Faculty members who elect to teach these
courses will attend workshops to
prepare them for the methods of
the course.
The ideology is that students
will receive better feedback
through the drafting and editing
process rather than just receiving
their final grade.
Faculty also asked what criteria would designate a writing-intensive course.
"I teach a moral-decision making course that I consider writing
intensive but it would not meet

makeUur voice known.'
"1 see no compelling reason for
making such a change, nor have I
found a need for change compelling to the consti tuencies of the
university with whom 1have consulted about the proposal ," the
memo said.
'We were willing to make the
compromise. Are they?" said
Cranley.

$3.99
24 eKp.

Keep Listening.

November 11-12
$5 w/student ID
$6 advanced sale
$7 at the door

outside of their field, which has
raised some concern from some
faculty.
"lf a person is not knowledgable
in a field, I don't think you can
teach a rigorous course in the field .
Otherwise, you are going in blind.
How would you make up a test?"
said Darrell Horwath, professor
of mathematicsandcomputerscience.
john Soper, of economics and
finance, agreed.
"I feel uncomfortable teaching
outside of my field. 1 also have
problems with other people teaching outside their fields. Someone
in physics is not competent in the
field of economics and vice-versa .
1t doesn 't make sense," he said.
"The point of the sem inar is
collaborative learning; as the student learns, so does the faculty.
The professor is a guide rather than
an expert," said Richard
Fleischman, chairperson of accountancy. "It is exciting for facu It y, but not all facuIty. Many professors have never been in a class
where they are not an expert. But,
I am supportive of the idea."
Other faculty members agreed
that this idea is possible because
of the faculty's extensive education. The teacher would simply be
taking an active role in learning
along with the student, they said.

$5.99
36 ettp.

Applies to 3 1/2" Double Prints or 4"
_
Custom singleprints from full-frame 35mm,
disc, 110 or 126 C-41 process deuelop &o
print orders.
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Photos Available
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Clinton visits to bolster African American vote
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Americorps hopes to . get things done..

President takes to the pulpit for Cuyahoga Democrats' "Revival Rally"

James F. Aurlcchlo
World View Editor
C LEVELA DPresident
Clinton returned here for the second time in etght days, trying to
rally the African American vote
for the democratic party. The
vtsit Tuesday, at Antioch Baptist
Church on Cedar Ave . was
Chnton'sthtrdtothe lhhcongressional district, where he received
more votes than any where else 1n
Oh10 in his 1992 campaign.
The appearance was a more
grass-roots approach th an last
week's private fund-raisersfor his
party'scand idates- Tuesday was
an open session for parishiOners
Many waited mthe rain for hours.
onlyrogetaseatin the basement,
watching the affair on vtdeo
As the flashmg lights of the
Presidenual motorcade pierced
the 100 year old stainglass wi ndows, Dr. Marvin A. McMickle told
thecrowd,'this 1sa bapust church,
we do not mtend to sit quietly,
stomp you feet, clap your handsl"
Addressing the swarms of national media covering the event
he explained, "There is a fine line
between a revival and a rally in a
Baptist church ."
With many cand idates in
Cuyahoga county in close or losing battles, the democrats cou ld
use a revival. admitted many of
the dignitaries.
The crowd acted as if the president could provide a little divine
intervention.
When Clinton arrived over an
hour late, the Cleveland School of

the Arts Choir broke tn to the
"Battle Hymn of the Republic" and
"Lift Every Heart and Sing."
Clinton .a baptist ,knew the words
well and sang along.

this sanctuary runnmg with the
president."
Congressman Lou is Stokes
then presemed Clinton , whose
voice has grown hoarse from hiS

can people that things are so bad
for so long; they have taught Amencans to be cynical , that nothing
good can come from Washington "
He endorsed each of the candi-

John R Thorn~

President Clinton takes the pulpit as 11th District Congressman Louis Stokes and
Cleveland Mayor Michael R. White look on at Antioch Bapt ist Church.
Cleveland Mayor R. Michael
White rallied the crowd. Re sponding to an article earlier in
the week, by Plain Deale r reporter
Steve Lutner, White said, "Mr.
Lutner says that democrats are
runningfromMr.Cl lnton. There's
a whole bunch of democrats in

efforts to boost his pa ny. Clinton
told the mostly African American
crowd, "We're a week away from
the elec tions and the clouds are
beginning to clear."
He cautioned the congregatio n
against republican tac tics, "They
IRepublicans]havetoldtheAmeri -

dates presen t, including Se nat e
hopefulj oel Hyatt, incumbentcongressman Stokes, attorney general
Lee Fisher, and BarbaraSykes.seekingtheofficeofState treasurer. The
President went so far as to endorse
Democrats not present like Eric
Fingerhut.

Mary Rose Oakar made her
first notable public appearance
since her rough 1992 congressional campaign she lost to Martin Hoak. She too was acknowledged by Clinton for her 'ser vice
to the people.·
Clinton made a point to bring
up his latest triumphs in foreign
policy naming Haiti, Kuwait,a nd
Korea. Healsomentioned hiscorrespondence with Nelson
Mandela and South Africa 's
newly formed democracy
·With many analysts looking
fora disappointing voter mrn out
among African Ame r icans,
Clinton emphasized the importance of every vote, hoping to
empower the voters here.
"We have to step up to the
forces that divide us, that take us
backward," he said. "You are in
control, you have a choice."
He challenged the crowd, " I
can pass the crime bill, you have
r;o 'fix crime in your neighborhood ."th&-cro~dresp6nded w ith
fervor to the challenge; on its feet
much of the time.
Clin ton spent much of the
speech com bating critics, including those who have said tha t he is
not for ' norma l Americans."
"There are those who want to
make it unsafe forme in America,
Thiswholecountrywould be better off if every public official felt
as safe as ldo in this church right
now."

Ironically, the church was
cleared and scoured by SWAT
teams after a born b threat earlier
that afternoon.
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Violent crimes like assault
and robbery increased more
than three timesasfast last year
as crime overall. According to
the] ustice Department's annual
National Crime Victimization
Survey, violent crime rose 5.6
percent in 1993 to 10.9 million .
Francisco Martin Duran, after firing several rounds from a
Chinese assualt rifle at the
White House on Sa.turday, was
charged with two felony counts
on Monday after considerable
debate as to whether he should
be charged with attempting to
assassinate President Clinton.
At the time of print Duran still
refused to comment on his motives. Tuesday he
arraigned
before a federal magistrate on
charges of violating laws that
prohibit a con vic ted felon from
possessing a weapon and will·
fully damaging government
property. Duran was dishonorably discharged from the Army
in 1991 after being convicted of
aggravated assault with a vehicle and drunk and disorderly
conduct.

was

Holly\food Madam Heidi
Fleiss' trial began Monday. She
faces a maximum prison sentenceofl2 yearsonstatecharges
of selling cocaine and running
a call-girl ring catering to
wealthy businessmen and celebrities. The names o( the

_

Sta!fReporter
Ask, not what your country can
do for }OU, but ask :vhat you can
do for_your country. .
Thmy yearsagoPres1dentjohn
speculate 1f it would be used in
Kennedy called young-meridians
· .·h ·
.
the private sector.
tose~viCe Wit his powerful1naugura address. Domg th1s, he esPope John Paul II named 30
t~blt: hed w hat some belteve to be
new cardinals on Sunday. All
t
e a rgest and most successful
bets are now off as to who will
servtceorganizauon
m theh history
f
h u · dS
succeed him now, with this in0 t e
nne
tates.
T e peace
troduction of more contenders.
corps
sent
thousands
of AmenThis move also combats the
cans
to
serve
the
poor
and
1mpovtheory that he has lost control
en shed across the globe
of his office- reaffirming his
Although history remembers
control of the top ranks of the
thePeaceCorpsfondly,asubstanchurch hierarchy.
ttal number of Amencansheaped
CTitiCism on the orgamzat1on.
Sixty-eight people are dead ,
Many felt that our government
after a twin-engine commuter
had an obligation to solve the soairplane, fighting a gusty rainCJalproblemslntheUni tedStates,
storm while waiting for clearbefore It began to travel the world,
ance to land at Chicago O'Hare
solvmg the problems of others.
Airport, crashed on an Indiana
Sound familiar?
soy bean field. American Eagle
Arguments such as thi s were
flight 4184 dropped off radar
the reason for the birth of several
Monday afternoon with out a
domestic-orientedservicegroups
distress call. Officials are exNone of them grew in size or proamining flight re<:order equipporrion of the peace corps.
ment to find a possible cause to
During the 1992 presidential
the crash that left no debris bigcampaign , candidate Clinton
ger than what witnesses called
promised to change that. He
a 'coffee table.'
promisedaprogramthathecalled
'Americorps." If elected Clinton
The NAACP announced on
said he would create a national
Tuesdaythatitdeemed staff cuts
'necessary' to remain afloat, after a settlement with former
chairman Robert Chavis left the
organization over $3.5 million
dollars in debt.

e

f
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service program that would resemble'adomesuc peace corps:
In September, President
Cltnton made good on his promise He signed mto law the Nationa! Community Service Trust
Act-- making Americorps a real.
Ity Through the passage of th1s
legislauon the White House
claims Clinton has made· a call to
serv1ce unmatched in a generation ·•
With the formal passage of this
legtslauon came a great deal of
at~enuon from the media, but the
m1ss1on of Americorps was never
really defined .
According to the Corporation
for National Service, Amencorps
1s the new national service movement which will engage Americans of all ages and backgrounds,
especially the young, in a full or
part-time service that 'gets things
done' in com munities across the
nation.
Americorps members will perform service that will have a direct and demonstrable impact in
four critical issue areas: education, public safety, human needs
and the environment.
Each critical issue of the four
areas has a specific goal. By 1995
up to 20,000 members will be
working to meet the needs of these
national priorities with tangible,

and rea l solutions
In the area ~f education
Americorps will tackle the prob~
Jem of school readiness
ln hopes of furthermg early
child hood d l
1
ob· .
h evebeopment, severa
:JCctiVes ave en set: Improving thequalityandavailabihtyof
child development pro rams
workmg mdaycare and he;dstar~
centers, teaching lueracy and
1
h h
o th ersk·1
1 stoparentssot att ey
can helptheirchildren learn helping teen parents stay in school by
providing needed services such as
child ca re.
Amencorps will eventually
expand to 100,000 Amencan men
and women working in more than
350d ifferent programs in over 700
communities around the country.
According to the CNS. these programs will have the authority to
use their own creativity to meet
local needs, but are also obligated
to national standards.
After the passage and definitio n of Americorps last September, the program faded into the
background as more pressing issues commanded the attention of
the White House.
It took a year for Clinton to form
Americorps after the Nation al
Communit y ServiceTrustact was
passed, it may take longer for the
new corps to get into full swing.

Five West Point cadets face a
sexual harassment inquiry after three female cadets claim
t
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Concerns over U.S. military
readiness could foster new support for military spending in
congress, regardless of election
results. With the armed forces
spread over Haiti, Iraq. Bosnia,
Somalia and the possibility of
further involvement in Korea,
many politicians who campaigned for cuts at the end of
the cold war might reconsider
cut backs.
The government
currently spends aoout $250
billion on defense annaully.
A new skin patch for detecting illegal drugs could get FDA
approval as early this month.
The patch picks up sweat,
which is then checked for presence of drug molecules. It will
most likely be used on criminals placed on parole and probation at first; one can only

1/16 Greenhouse 27 &
The aked Entrepreneurs
1118 JAVA BEA &7th House

last Saturday. The Army hesitates to compare the incident to
Navy'sTailhookincident. lronically, the Tailhook plaintiffs just
settled with Navy for over $5
million.
Handingoutcleanneedlesto
drug users appears to cut their
risk of AIDS in half,a new study
concludes. Over 40 cities have
needleexchange programs. Until now evidence of their effectiveness has been hard to come
by. Thelatest numbers are based
on a needle exchange program
in New York City, where about
half of the city's estimated
200,000 drug abusers participated in the program.

The Carroll News is loohingfor
an Amstant World View Edit01; if
you have an interest in the World,
and ingainiilgvaluable experience
in the field of journalism, see james
Auricchio in the CN office.
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Americorps hopes to "get things done..

President takes to the pulpit for Cuyahoga Democrats'"Revivai Rally"

James F. Au ricchlo
World View Editor
CLEVELANDPresident
Clinton returned here for the second time in eight days, trying to
rally the Afncan American vote
for the democratic pany. The
visit Tuesday, at Antioch Baptist
Church on Cedar Ave. was
Clinton's third to the llthcongressional district, where he received
more votes than any where else in
Ohio in his 1992 campaign.
The appearance was a more
grass- roots approach than last
week's private fund-raisers for his
party'scandidates- Tuesday was
an open session for pansh1oners
Many waited in the rain for hours,
onlytogetaseat in the basement,
watching the affair on video.
As the flashing bghts of the
Presidenual motorcade pierced
the 100 year old stamglass windows. Dr.Marvin A. McMickle told
thecrowd ,'th1s 1sa baptist church,
we do not intend to stt quietly,
stomp you feet, clap your handsl"
Addressing the swarms of national medta covenng the event
he explained, "There is a fine line
between a rev1val and a rail y m a
Bapttst church ."
With many candidates in
Cuyahoga county in close or losing battles, the democrats could
use a revival, admitted many of
t he dignitaries.
The crowd acted as if the president cou ld provide a litt le divine
intervention.
W hen Clinton arrived over an
ho ur late, the Cleveland School of

(f

Mary Rose Oakar made her
first notable public appearance
since her rough 1992 congressional campa ign she lost to Martin Hoak. She too was acknowledged by Clinton for her 'servtce
to the people.'
Clinton made a potnt to bring
up his latest triumphs in foreign
policy naming Haiti , Kuwait,and
Korea. He also mentioned hiscorrespondence with Nelson
Mandela and South Africa 's
newly formed democracy.
With many analysts looking
for ad isappoi nti ng voter turn out
among African Americans.
Clinton emphasized the importa nee of every vote , hoping to
empower the vorers here.
"We have to step up to the
forces that divide us, that take us
backward," he said. "You are in
control, you have a choice."
He challenged the crowd ," l
can pass the crime bill, you have
ro lix critne in your neighborhood." the"Crowt;·tesponded with
fervor to the challenge;on its feet
much of the time.
Clinton spent much of the
speech combat ing critics, mel udingthose who have said that he is
John R Thorn(
not for "normal Americans.'
President Clinton takes the pulpit as 11th District Congressman Louis Stokes and
"There are those who want to
Cleveland Mayor Michael R. White look on at Antioch Baptist Church.
make it unsafe for me in America,
Cleveland Mayor R. Michael efforts to boost his party Clinton dates present, mcludmg Senate This wholecountrywould be betWhite rallied the crowd. Re- told the mostly Afncan American hopeful]oeLHyatt,incumbentcon- ter off if every public offic ial felt
sponding to an article earlie r in crowd, "We're a week away from gressmanStokes, attorney general as safe as !do in this church right
the week, by Plain Dealerreporrer the elections and the clouds are Lee Fisher, and BarbaraSykes,seek- now_',
ingtheoffice of Sta te treasurer. The
Steve Lu tner, Wh ite said, "Mr. beginn ing to clear."
Ironica lly, the ch urch was
Lutner says that democra ts are
He cautioned the congregation President went so far as to en dorse clea red and scoured by SWAT
r unningfromMr.Cli nton. There's against republican tactics, "They Democrats not present like Eri c teams after a bomb threat earlier
a w hole bunch of democ rats in IRepublicans]havetoldtheAmeri- Fingerh ut.
that a fternoon.

the Arts Choir broke in to the
"Battle Hymn of the Republic "and
"Lift Every Heart and S1ng "
Clinton,a baptist, knew the words
well and sang along.

this sanctuary runnmg wtth the
prestdent •
Congre ssman Louis Swkes
then presented Clinton , whose
voice has grown hoarse from his

can people that things are so bad
for so long; they have taughtAmericans to be cyn ical, that nothing
good can come from WashingtOn ."
He endorsed each of the candi-
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Violent crimes like assa ul t
an d robbery inc reased more
than three ti mes as fast last year
as crime overall. According to
thejustice De par tment'sannual
Nationa l Crime Victim iza tion
Survey, violent c rime rose 5.6
percent in 1993 to !0.9 million.
f rancisco Martin Duran, after firing several rou nds from a
Chinese assualt rifle at the
White House on Sa.t urday, was
charged with rwo felony counts
on Monday after considerable
debate as to whether he should
be charged with· attempting to
assassinate President Clinton.
At the time of print Duran stil1
refused to comment on his motives. Tuesdayhewasarraigned
before a federal magistrate on
charges of violating laws that
prohibit a convicted felon from
possessing a weapon and will·
fully damaging government
property. Duran was dishonorably discharged£ rom the Army
in 1991 ai ter being convicted of
aggravated assault with a veh icle and drunk and disorderly
conduct.

Holly\food Madam Heidi
Fleiss' trial began Monday. She
faces a maximum prison senren ce of 12 years on state charges
of selling coca ine and running
a call-girl ring catering to
wealthy businessmen and ce·
lebrities. The names o{ the

Concerns over U.S. military
readiness could foster new support for milita ry spendi ng in
congress, regardless of el ection
results. With the armed forces
spread over Haiti, Iraq, Bosnia,
Somalia and the possibility of
furt her involvement in Korea ,
many politicians who cam patg ned for cuts at the end of
the cold war might reconsider
cut backs. The government
c urrently spends abou t $250
bill ion on defense annaully.
A new ski n parch for detecting illegal drugs could get FDA
approval as early this month.
The patch picks up s weat ,
which is then checked fo r presence of drug molecules. It will
most likely be used on criminals placed on parole and p roba tion a t fi rst ; one can only
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spec ulate tf it would be used in
the p rivate sector.
Pope joh n Paul 11 named 30
new cardinals on Sunday. All
bets are now off as to who will
succeed him now, with this introd uction of more contenders.
This move also combats the
theory that he has lost control
of his office- reaffirming his
control of the top ranks of the
church hierarchy
Sixty-eight people are dead
after a twin-engine commuter
airplane, fighting a gusty rain·
storm while waiting for clearance to land at Chicago O'Hare
Airport, crashed on an Indiana
soy bean field. American Eagle
flight 4184 dropped off radar
Monday afternoon with our a
distress call. Officials are examining flight recorder equipment to find a possible cause to
thecrash that left no debris bigger than what witnesses called
a 'coffee table.'
The NAACP announced on
Tuesdaythatitdeemed staffcuts
'necessary" to remain afloat, after a settlement with former
chairman Robert Ch avis le.ftthe
organization over $3.5 million
dollars in debt.
five West Poim cadets face a
sexual harassment inqui ry after three female cadets claim
last Saturday. The Arm y hesitates to compare the incident to
Navy's Tailhook incident. Ironically, the Tailhook plaintiffs just
settled with Navy for over $5
million.
Handing out clean need les to
d rug users appears to cut their
risk of AlDSinhalf,anewstudy
concludes. Over 40 cities have
needleexchangeprograms. Un·
til now evidence of their effectiveness has been hard to come
by: The latest n urn bers are based
on a needle exchange program
in New York City, where abo ut
half of the c ity's est im ated
200,000 drug abusers p art icipated in the program.
The Ca rroll News is looking.for
an AsSI5tant Wo rld View Editor. if
you have 011 interest in th e World,
and ingaimhg valuable experience
in the f ield ofjournaltsm,see)anus
Au ricch10 in rhe CN office.
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Staff Reporter
"Ask not what yourcountrycan
do for you, but ask what you can
do for your country.'
Thirty years ago Presidentjohn
Kennedy called young-mertdians
to service with his powerful inaugural address Doing this, he established what some believe to be
the largest and most successful
serviceorga mzauon m the history
of the United States. The peace
corps sent thousands of America ns to serve the poor and impoverished across the g lobe.
Although history remembers
the Peace Corps fond ly, a substantia l n um berof Americans heaped
cr iticism on t he organtzation.
Many felt that our government
had a n obligation to solve the social p roblems in the United States,
before it began to travel the world ,
solving the problems of others.
Sound familia r?
Arguments such as this were
the reason for t he birt h of severa l
domestic- onented service groups.
None .of them g rew in size or proportion of the peace corps.
During the 199 2 presidential
campaign , c andid a te Clinton
promised to change that. He
promised a program tha t he ca lled
'Americorps." If elec ted Cli nto n
sa id he wo uld create a na tional

servtce program that would resemble "a domestic peace corps '
In September, President
Clinton made good on his prom
ise He signed into law the ationa! Community Service Trust
Act-- makmg Amencorps a realny. Through the passage of this
legislation the White House
claims Clinton has made· a call to
service unmatched m a generation."
Wnh the formal passage of this
legislatton came a great deal of
attention from t he media, but the
mission of Americorps was never
really defmed.
According to the Corporation
for Na tional Service, Americorps
is the new national service movement which will engage Americans of a 11 ages and backgrounds,
especially the young, in a full or
pan-time service that 'gets things
done' in communities across the
nation.
Americorps members wi ll perform service that w ill have a direct and de monstrable impact in
four cri1ica l issue areas: education, public sa fe ty, human needs
and the environment.
Each c ritica l issue of the four
areas has a specific goa l. By 1995
up to 20,000 members will be
work ing to meet the needs of these
na tional priorities with tangible,

and real soluuons.
In the area of educauon ,
Americorps will tackle the problem of school readiness
In hopes of furthermg early
childhood development, seve ral
objectives have been set: Jmprovmg thequalityand availability of
child development programs,
working in day care and head start
centers, teaching literacy and
other skills to parents so tha t they
can helptheirchildren learn help·
ing teen parents stay in school by
providing needed serv ices such as
child care.
Americorps will eventually
expand to !00,000 American men
and women working in more than
350different programs in over700
communi ties around the country.
According to the CNS, these programs will have the aut hority to
use their own creativity to meet
local needs, but are also obligated
to na tional standa rds.
After the passage and definition of Americorps last September, the program faded into the
background as more presstng issues commanded the attention of
the White House.
It took a year for Clinton to form
Americorps after the National
CommunityServtceTrustact was
passed , It may take longer for the
new corps to get into full sw ing.
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Music in
her heart,
concem for
others on
her mind
John R. Thorne
Editor-in-Chief

Theresa Damels has music m her heart,
and her heart filled the Cleveland Amioch
Baptist Church Tuesday in anticipation of
President Clinton's arrival.
Daniels, a retail supervisor for Marriott
Food Services at john Carroll Universny, is
one of 35 mem bersof His Inspirational Servants (HIS), a traveling gospel community
group, which opened the ceremony for
Clinton's visit to Cleveland.
Damels, who says life has always been
filled wnh music loves to share her talent
with people less fortunate than she.
"I've been
singing since I
was
five ,"
••J j ust do it
Daniels said.
"My family is a
because I
singing family.
We all sing in
love to
my family."
Daniels, a
one and a half
year member of
HIS, joined the gospel group after hearing
friends sing in the Cleveland-base~ choir.
With singing in her family, it's not surprising her brother,S[3n is a choir member.
All the people in the choir have one thing
in common, Daniels said. They like to sing,
but another aspect of the group makes their
vo\cessound~bette.r.Manyol thememrs are united to escape the troub e f
street life, Daniels sa1d.
"A lot of the group is past drug abusers
and alcoholics," said Daniels, who joined
the group not toescapestreet trouble, but to
help those who fell between the cracks.

sing."
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Kiefers illustrated Woman
makes its world debut
Meli ssa Tllk
Features Editor

On Friday, November 4. The Illustrated
Woman, a play by John Carroll University

playstomakesure that they are historically
and scientifically correct. The idea for 11lustrated Woman came from a book Kiefer
happened to pick up years ago. 'The character of Jane Ellen is actually a co mposite
from several books. I took incidents that
happened to real women," said Kiefer.
Theatre is in Kiefer's
ln fact, her

instructor and playwnght Nancy Kiefer,
makes tts world debut at the Ma pleleaf Theatre in Madi son, Ohio.
The I! lust rated Woman isKiefer'sr,welfth
full-length play and winner of the
1994 Michele Renee Gildersleeve
Playwriting Award.
Kiefer has had several plays produced on the JCU stage including
The Eighth Order and Could Angels
Be Blessed and still others have been
John R Thornt
performed off and off -off Broadway.
Theresa Daniels
The Illustrated Woman deals
Because of the group's hlSlory. they seek with a nineteen-year-old woman
out others in need. With an understanding who has multiple personalities due
that they overcame the pressures of the to childhood sexual and emotional
street, the group tries to help people looking abuse. This ill ness is ca \led d issofor a break.
ciative idemity disorder.
"We do a lodordrugawareness,"Daniels
This character,Jane Ellen, develsaid. "Last week we did a benefit for 'Stop opedotherpersonalitiestodeal with
The Violence' Ia drug and violence preven- the trauma she had undergone. Her
tion program]. We're helping get people off various personalities includejanie,
the streets."
The Nobody Girl , Jane Whitman
HIS was asked to sing at the rally on and The Illustrated Woman. 'jane
Tuesday because the group's founder was Ellen has a choice between dying or
also involved in planning the Clinton visit, disassociation and creating other
Daniels said. Events like the Democratic people to deal with the evil in her
rally, with capacity crowds, give HIS much life,' Kiefer said.
needed exposure, Daniels said.
Other characters include her
"To me, it was very exciting to meet a lot parents Darla and Frank, a landLouis McOung
of people," she said. "When we sing in places
lady Maureen McCall, Darla's lover JCU playwright Nancy Kiefer
like that, other people see us and then we Johnny
Archer and Maureen's
get to move up."
friend Anita Lloyd.
In fact, HIS was later featured on Tues'Frank and Darla seem to be fairly typi- brothe r is also a playwright. She herself
day evening at an event to promote Senate ca l of the parents I've read about in these started wr iting plays in high school. Her
candidate joel Hyatt, sponsored by Cleve- situa tio ns," said Kiefer. Jane Ellen has been father's side of the family is heavil yi nvolved
land Mayor, Michael R. White.
repeatedly sexually abused by Frank. She in theatre. Consideri ng her involvement in
Accord ing to Daniels, the group calls no longed to be saved by someone. hopefully the arts, Kiefer warned that if 'you're serichurch home, but sprea ds their music and Darla, yet Da rla was indiffe rent to her ous, you need to develop a thick skin to
helping hand thro houtCleve\and.Group da~t.er's swlerins. Maureen recogni.zes. r4jec;r,i,on thM c;pJD.~)Yi~~ . a. '
m m
ar rom
rc e t rou ou t
Kiefer has taught in thecommumcatlons
Jane Ellen's predicament and attempts to
Cleveland area, she said.
depart ment at JCU si nce 1988. 'I hope to
get help for her.
When not on campus, Daniels might be
The play is set in a small town in Ohio keep developi ng as a playw right, including
fou nd spilling her heart, and the sounds during the summer of 1935.
winning awards and getting my plays pro_
that flow from that whic h she loves.
Kiefer does .extensive research for her duced,' she said.
"l just do it because I love to sing."
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"Letterman."

"Dana Carvey."

"Ricki Lake."
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Golden opportunities for student volunteers
Kristen Schneidler
Staff Reporter

A great deal of volunteer work
and service to the community
takes place here at John Carroll
niversity that many students are
unaware of. This community service takes place through the efforts of many different groups,
such as ProJect Gold .
A student run service branch
of t he Student Union , Project Gold
consists of an executive committee in charge of service to the community.
Project Gold is under the lead ership of Chairperson Nancy
McGunn , a senior, who said that

the group's m1sston statement is:
"To act on social injustice; to promote awareness of current social
problems; toofferampleopportunities to serve the community; to
perpetuate the Jesuit ideal of men
and women for others."
ProJect Gold does five main service projects for the community
Each of these projects take place
one day a week, every week of the
school year. Monday's project is
the Cleveland Food Bank, and JS
under the direction of co-chairpersons Valerie Wilhams and Shannon McNulty At thefood bank ,
eight JCU students spend their
nmesortingfood into what can be

used and what cannot Th1s food
is then put into boxes and sh1pped
to local community centers and
churches. Accordmg to Williams,
"Different people help out all the
nme, which is really great."
On Tuesdays. Carroll students
volunteer at Child Care Family
Transnional Housing with student co-chairpersons Maureen
Erickson and Anne Murphy. Family Transitional Housing is a program for abused women and their
children. Every Tuesday evening,
while the mothers are in peer
meetings, their children are taken
care of by four to six Project Gold
volunteers. Aside from Erickson

Meals on wheels; they deliver

Julie Herceg
Staff Reporter

Many students on campus
choose to give their Sunday night
dinners to Meals-on-Wheels, bur
very few know what happens to
those d inners.
The Meals-on-Wheels program started four years ago on
campus and is completely student
run through Project Gold, a committeeof the Student Union. Dennis Percy, former chairman of
Project Gold and current Vice
President of theSUexplained tha t
one reason why the John Carroll
Meals-on-Wheels program delivers food to, the people downtown
instead of to people's homes is because there is a need for assistance
downtown and the program tries
to add ress this need.
The progra m also takes place
in many other commun ities as
well . Ma rgaret Sloan, director of

john R Thorroe

Jen Gorisek and Amy Kaplan make sandwiches to be
distributed in downtown Cleveland for Meals-on-Wheels.

Church on Warrensville Center
o tl. T
oo · bo ., ...,,r,,,. ..
ts, an · ~ac wooa' r~ri'c I~~ h urban ospltirs.'~oanwor s
of Meals-on-Wheels, explai ned wi th a registered dietician from
that the program is 12 yea rs old in Suburban Hospitals to ensure that
these neighborhoodsandrunsev- healthymeals,lowinsodiumand
ery Monday through Friday.
fats, are distributed. ShealsoorgaThere are over 100 volunteers nizes special meals for diabetics.
Most of the volunteers are
from these cities who prepare and
distribute the mea ls each day for people who have recently retired
thosew hoca nnot shoporcookfor from theircareers. However,some
themselves.for w hateve r reason.
are younger and come on their
Since the loca l Mea ls-on- lunch breaks to deliver the food.
Every Friday nigh t,eightJohn
Wheels program providesonlyfor
the tri-city area, it is an indepen- Carroll student volunteers make
dent community servtce group sandwichesand thenarriveatfour
and does not receive any govern- different places downtown to feed
ment funding: Therefore, volun- the homeless. The stops include
teers deliver tO anyone and do not the Old Stone Church on Public
discriminate based on age or so- Square, the Virgil E. Brown Center,
cia! class.
which is a child support enforceSome of these recipients in- ment agency located on Superior
elude young mothers, AIDS vic- Ave the YMCA branch downtown
tims, and the elderly. Some people on Clair, and a women's shelter
rece1vemealsforonlyaweekwhile at the First United Methodist
others receive mea ls every day.
Chu rch on East 18th Street. UsuIn the tri-citycom munity,each ally a crowd of homeless people
needy person receives two meals gather. When the crowd has been
at once, a cold meal for lunch con- fed, the student volunteers move
sisting of milk, salad, frui t, bread on to the next stop.
Accordmg to jumor Enn Poole
and butter, a sandwich, and a dessert.
who has been involved wi th the
For dinner, each indivi9 ual is program for two years, each pergiven a hot meal ,including a main son has thechoiceof a peanu t butcourse, a vegetable, and a starch. terandjell ysa ndwich,acoldsandThe food is distributed between wich,like ham and Swiss cheese.
12-1 p.m. so that both meals cover soup, cookies. fruit, and a carton
the day. Cooki ng and preparation of juice or milk: The food ts prerake place at Christ Episcopal pared by the student volunteers m
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John Carroll's cafeteria kitchen
b fore l
ow
prov1CidJ y arr!orrbastdonrhe
number of Sunday night dinners
offered by students.
According to junior Jason
McMinn, John Carroll's co-chairpersonofMeals-on-Wheels,about
220 students have offered their
Sunday dinner so far this semester
Poole feels that "it really he lps
you put priorities in perspective.
By giving up one meal, you help so
many people in a primary way.
Everybody has to eat."
McMinn has been participating in the program for the past
year and said thatthereare homeless who depend on Carroll students each week. These people
know McMinn and often talk with
him. McMinn said, "They (the
homeless) are very spirited. They
are not looking for a handout;
they're looking for help."
Anot her frequent volunteer,
junior John Kovatch explained
that one reason he likes to go each
week is because Meals-on-Wheels
is about "community service and
showing people that you care."
For information about Mealson-Wheels and how to volunteer
as a student atJohn Carroll, contact McMinn. To volunteer in the
University Heights, Shaker
Heights and Beachwood area, contacr Margaret Sloan at 991-6376

and Murphy, some of the more homeless on Saturdays. "We reconsistent volunteers are Mtssy ally need more people to give up
Smaldone, Coleman Degeler,John their meals. It's a great success on
Wilson, and Greg Hiltebrant.
Fridays, so we would really like ro
"We would like people to come expand the program to Saturdays,"
out and see these kids. A perfect satd Clifford.
stranger gets hugs and k1ssesfrom
Finally, every Saturday Pro_)Cct
these ktds; they JUSt don 't get it Gold sends volunteers to St.
from their famil)•: said Erickson. Herman's House under the dtrec'This would open a lot of people's tion of co-chatrpersonsJen Dercoh
v1ews, because in many ways we and Angela Ruiz
lead such a sheltered life here at
Accord1ng to McGunn, Project
John Carroll," she added
Gold is considering rakmg on two
Wednesdays serve as a break new projects wh1ch will poss1bly
for these busy volunteers, bur by include volunteering at both the
Thursdays they are back at it with Cleveland Psychiatnc Institute
Graduate Equivalency Diploma and the Ronald McDonald House.
Tutoring. under the guidance of
Project Gold started about five
co-chairpersons PatKlusandJohn years ago, according to McGunn,
Kovatch. E1ght Carroll students and was founded by former Stugo back to Family Transitional dent Union President , Joe
Housing to tutor the women for Ctmperman. The pnnctples upon
their GED classes. Many of these which the group began are clearly
women are high school dropouts reflected today, Ill both the m•s.trying to get their GED dtploma SlOnsunementof Project Gold and
and are tutored m d1fferent sub- m the group's actions. Project Gold
jects, from Spanish to btology.
works 111 assoc1auon with An me
Every Friday Project Gold vol- Mulcahy of Campus Ministry on
unteers take on the challenge of some occasions. "I rry to support
Meals-on-Wheels with co-chair- them as much as po s1ble in rhe
persons,jason McMinn and Julie area of community service," sa1d
Cullen For this project, 200 stu- Mulcahy.
dents give up one meal per week
"W henever posstble, we try ro
at the beginning of every seme - com mum catew1rh each other Vl/e
ter, which is marched by Marriott. share simtlar goals and purposes:·
From 6-9 p.m. every Fnday, e1ght said Mulcahy. One exam p\eof this
students set up a table on Public is World Hunger Week, where the
Square, where food such as sand- Project Gold and the Campus Min
wiches. soup, chill, frutt,jUJce,and tstry work together. There is howcookies is given out to the home- ever, no formal involvement or asless people. "These homeless sociation berwee n rhe two groups:
people wait for us to come, a nd Project Gold is totally independent
really love eve ryone from Joh n and student-r un.
Carroll," said Megan Clifford, vtceAnyone interested in volunteer
chairperson of Project Gold. The service is invited to attend the
group is considenng broadening meetings, which 1ake ?hce every
the ro ram to'Saturda sbeca u~e other Sunday m 'nl. a1. 610 .m m
no dtftlt
fo rll
rhe 5rude2le Union alike.

Project Gold
For more information please contact
Anne Mulcahy(397-4176)
at
Campus Ministry
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Music in
her heart,
concem for
others on
her mind
John R. Thome
Editor ·in-Chief

Theresa Damels has musK m her heart,
and her heart filled the Cleveland Amioch
Baptist Church Tuesday in anticipation of
President Clinton's arrival.
Damels, a retail supervisor for Marriott
Food Services at john Carroll University, is
one of 35 members of His Inspi rational Servants (HIS), a traveling gospel community
group, which opened the ceremony for
Clinton's visH to Cleveland.
Damels, who says life has always been
filled with music loves to share her talent
with people less fortunate than she.
"I've been
singing since l
was
five,"
''I just do it
Daniels said.
"My family is a
because I
singing family.
We all sing in
love
my family."
Daniels , a
sing. "
one and a half
year member of
HIS, joined the gospel group after hearing
friends sing in the Cleveland- base~ choir.
With singing in her family, it's not surprising her brother, Stan is a choir member.
All the people m thec hoir have one thing
in common, Daniels said. They like to sing,
butanothe raspectof the group makes their
vo\cessoundeven beuu.Manyo[ thememrs are united o eseape the trou es o
street life, Daniels said.
"A lot of the group 1s past drug abusers
and alcoholics," said Daniels, who joined
the group not toescapesrreet trouble, but to
help those who fell between the cracks.

to
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Kiefers illustrated Woman
makes its world debut
Melissa Tllk
Features Editor

On Friday, ovember 4, The Illustrated
Woman, a play by john Carroll University

plays to make sure that they are historically
and scientifically correct. The idea for Illustrated Woman came from a book Kiefer
happened to pick up years ago. 'The character of Jane Ellen is actually a composite
from several books. I took inctdents that
happened to real women," said Kiefer.
Theatre is in Kiefer's fami In fact, her

mstructor and playwright ancy Kiefer,
makes its world debut at the Maple leaf Theatre m Madison, Ohio.
The Illustrated Woman is Kiefer's twelf th
full-length play and winner of the
1994 Michele Renee Gildersleeve
Playwriting Award.
Kiefer has had several plays produced on the JCU stage including
The Eighth Order and Could Angels
Be Blessed and still others have been
John R ThorN'
performed off andoff-offBroadway
Theresa Daniels
The Illustrated Woman deals
Because of the group's history, they seek with a nineteen -yea r-old woman
out others in need. With an understanding who has multiple personalities due
that they overcame the pressures of the to childhood sexual and emotional
street, the group tries to help people looking abuse. This illness is called dissofor a break
ciative identity disorder.
"Wedoa lot fordrugawareness,"Daniels
Thischaracter,jane Ellen,develsaid. "Last week we did a benefit for 'Stop oped other personalitiesrodea l with
The Violence' [a drug and violence preven- the trauma she had undergone. Her
tion program]. We're helping get people off various personalities include janie,
the streets."
The obody Girl, jane Whitman
HIS was asked to sing at the rally on and The Illustrated Woman. "jane
Tuesday because the group's founder was Ellen has a choice betweendyingor
also involved in plann ing the Clinton visit, disassociation and creating other
Daniels said. Events like the Democratic people to deal with the evil in her
rally, with capacity crowds, give HIS much life," Kiefer said.
needed exposure, Daniels said.
Other characters include her
"To me, it was very exciting to meet a lot parents Darla and Frank, a landLouts McOung
of people," she said. "When wesi ng in places
lady Maureen McCall, Darla's lover JCU playwright Nancy Kiefer
like that, other people see us and then we johnny
Archer an d Maureen's
get to move up."
friend Anita lloyd
In fact, HIS was later featured on Tues'Frank and Darla seem to be fai rly typi- brothe r is also a playwrigh t. She herself
day evening at an event to promote Senate cal of the parents I've read about in these started writing plays in high school. Her
candidate joel H yau, sponsored by Cleve- situations," said Kiefer. jane Ellen has been father'sside of the family is heavily involved
land Mayor, Michael R. Whi te.
repeatedly sexually abused by Frank. She in theatre. Consideri ng her involvement in
According to Daniels, the group calls no longed to be saved by someone, hopefully the arts, Kiefer warned that if "you're serichurch home, but spreads their music and Darla , yet Darla was ind ifferent to her ous, you need to develop a thick skin to
help\nghand thro ho!ftClevt!land.Group da~w-·s sl1ffering. Maureen recogn\zes. r~jtc;r.i,on ~~.Wi~ll~.,l ~· . •
m m
ar ro
urc
t ron ou t
Kiefer has taught in thecommumcations
Jane Ellen's predicament and attempts to
Cleveland area, she said.
departmen t at JCU since 1988. "I hope to
get help for her.
When not on campus, Daniels might be
The play is set in a small town in Ohio keep developing as a playwrigh t, including
fou nd spilling her heart, and the sounds during the summer of 1935.
win ni ng awards and getti ng m y plays pro.
that flow from that which she loves.
Kiefer does .extensive research for her duced," she sa id.
"!just do it because !love to si ng."

Question

of
the
week:

]en Toohey

Marc Thibeault

Angela Rochowiak

Freshman

Sophomore

Sophomore

"Dana Carvey."

"Ricki Lake."

"Letterman."
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Golden opportunities for student volunteers
Kristen Schneidler
Staff Reporter
A great deal of volunteer work
and service to the communny
takes place here at john Carroll
Un iversuy that manystudentsare
unaware of. This community service takes place through the efforts of many different groups,
such as Project Gold.
A student run service branch
of the Student Union, Project Gold
consists of an executive committee in charge of service to the community.
Project Gold is under the lead ers h ip of Chairperson Nancy
McGunn , a senior, who said that

the group's m1ssion statement is:
"To act on social inJusuce; to promote awareness of current soctal
problems; to offer ample opportunities to serve the community, to
perpetuate the jesuit ideal of men
and women for others."
Project Gold does five main service projects for the comm untt}'
Each of these proJects take place
one day a week, every week of the
school year. Monday's project is
the Cleveland Food Bank, and is
under the direction of co-chairpersons Valerie Wilhams and Shannon McNulty. At the food bank ,
eight JCU students spend their
nme sorting food imowhatcan be

used and what cannot Th1s food and Murphy. some of the more homeless on Saturdays. "We reis then put Jnto boxes and sh1 pped consistent volunteers are M1ssy ally need more people to gtve up
to local community centers and Sma !done, Coleman Degeler,john their meals. lt's a great success on
churches. According to Williams, Wilson, and Greg Hiltebrant.
Fridays, so we would really ltke to
"Different people help out all the
"We would like people to come expand the program toSaturdays."
time, which is really great.'"
out and see these kids. A perfect said Cltfford.
On Tuesdays, Carroll students stranger gets hugs and k1sses from
Finally, every Saturday Project
volunteer at Child Care Famtly these ktds; they JUSt don't get it Gold sends volunteers to St.
Transitional Housing with stu- from their famtly,' sa1d Erickson. Herman's House under the d1recdent co-chairpersons Maureen "This would open a lot of people's tionof co-chairpersonsjen Dercolt
Erickson and Anne Murphy. Fam- views, because in many ways we and Angela Ruiz.
ily Transitional Housing is a pro- lead such a sheltered ltfe here at
According to McGunn, Project
gram for abused women and their john Carroll," she added.
Gold is considering taking on two
children. Every Tuesday evening,
Wednesdays serve as a break new projects whtch will poss1bly
while the mothers are in peer for these busy volunteers, but by include volunteering at both the
meetings, their children are taken Thursdays they are back at it with Cleveland Psychiatric Institute
care of by four to six Project Gold Graduate Equivalency Diploma and the Ronald McDonald House.
volunteers. Aside from Erickson Tutoring, under the guidance of
Project Gold started about five
co-chair persons Pat Kl usandjohn years ago, according to McGunn,
Kovatch. Eight Carroll students and was founded by former Stu·
go back to Family Transitional dent Union President, joe
Housmg to tutor the women for Clmperman. The pnnc1ples upon
their GED classes. Many of these which the group began areclearly
women are high school dropouts reflected today, 111 both the mistrying to get their GED d1ploma sion statement of ProJect Gold and
and are tutored m d1fferent sub- in the group's actions. Project Gold
jects, from Spanish to bwlogy.
works m association with Annie
Every Fnday Project Gold vol- Mulcahy of Campus Mmistry on
unteers take on the challenge of some occasiOns. "ltry to support
Meals-on-Wheels with co-cha1r- them as much as possible in the
persons,jason McMinn and Julie area of commumty serv1ce." said
Cullen For this project, 200 stu- Mulcahy.
den ts give up one meal per week
"Whenever possible, we try to
at the beginning of every semes- comrnumc::uewitheachother \\e
ter, which is matched by Marriott
shares1m1largoalsand purposes."
From 6-9 p.m. every Friday, e1ght
aid Mulcahy. Oneexampleof this
students set up a table on Pubbc 1s World Hunger Week, where the
Square, where food such as sand
Project Gold and theCampusMin wic hes. soup, chih, fruit,JU1Ce, and istry work together. There Is howcookies is given out to the home- ever, no for rna I invol verne n tor asless people. "These homeless sociation between the two groups;
people wait fo r us to come, and Project Gold is tota ll y independent
really love everyone from john and student-ru n.
Jen Gorisek and Amy Kaplan make sandwiches to be
Carrol l," said Megan Clifford, VICeAnyone interestedin volunteer
distributed in downtown Cleve land fo r Me als-on-Wheels.
chairperson of Project Gold. The service is invited ro attend the
Church on \IJarrensville Center John Carroll's cafeteria kitchen group is considering broadenmg me tings. wh1ch take place every
the ro rarn.lOSaturda s becau~e other Sunday m ht al t>.)Q .m "
o d. Th
i bou t r
be o th
o ow o
n
l I
~J ,J;
tb rJii! the SrudeM UniOn office.
u urban ospltatS. ::.1oa.n wor
pii!>vtt1eH
arrtou based on the noeffllt
nu
mber
of
Sunday
night
di
nners
with a regis tered dieticia n from
Suburban Hospitalstoensurethat offered by students.
According to junior jason
healthy meals, low in sod ium and
fats,aredistributed. Shealsoorga- McMinn,John Carroll's co-chai rperson of Meals-on-Wheels, about
nizes special meals for diabetics.
Most of the volunteers are 220 students have offered their
people who have recently retired Sunday dinner so far this semesfrom their careers. However, some ter.
are younge r and come on their
Poole feels that "it really helps
Iunch breaks to deliverthefood.
you put priorities in perspective.
Ever y Friday night,eight j ohn By giving up one meal, you help so
Carroll student volunteers make many people in a primary way.
sandwichesandthenarriveatfour Everybody has to ea t."
different places downtown to feed
McMinn has been participatthe homeless. The stops include ing in the program for the past
the Old Stone Church on Pubhc year and said that there are homeSquare, the Virgil E. Brown Center, less who depend on Carroll stuwhich is a child support enforce- dents each week. These people
ment agency located on Superior knowMcMinnandoften talkwtth
Ave., the YMCA branch downtown him. McMinn said , "They (the
on St. Clair, and a women's shelter homeless) are very spirited. They
at the First United Method ist are not looking for a handout;
Church on East 18th Street. Usu- they're looking for help."
ally a crowd of homeless people
Another frequent volunteer,
gather. When the crowd has been junior john Kovatch explained
fed, the student volunteers move that one reason he likes to go each
on to the next stop.
week 1s because Meals-on- Wheels
According to junior Enn Poole is about "community service and
who has been involved with the showing people that you care."
program for two years, each perFor information about MealsFor more information please contact:
son has thechoiceof a peanut but- on-Wheels and how to volunteer
terandjell ysa ndwich,acoldsand- as a student atjohn Carroll, conAnne Mulcahy (397-4176)
wic h, hke ham and Swiss cheese, tact McMinn. To volunteer in the
soup, cookies, fruit, and a carton U ni versi t y Heights, Shaker
at
of juice or milk: The food is pre- Heights and Beachwood area, conCampus
Ministry
pared by the student volunteers in tact Margaret Sloan at 991-6376.

Meals on wheels; they deliver

Julie Herceg
Staff Re porter
Many students on campus
choose to give their Sunday night
dinners to Mea ls-on-Wheels, but
very few know what happens to
those dinners.
The Meals-on-Wheels program started four years ago on
campus and iscompletelystudem
run through Project Gold, a committee of the Student Union. Dennis Percy, former chairman of
Project Gold and current Vice
Pres1dent of rheSU explained that
one reason why the j ohn Carroll
Meals-on-Wheels program delivers food to, the people dow ntown
instead of to people's homes is because there is a need for assistance
downtown and the program tries
to address this need.
The program also ta kes place
in many other commun ities as
well Ma rgaret Sloan, director of
•'

·

-· ·
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· ··
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e1g ts, an ·seac WOoi1 ranc
of Meals-on-Wheels, explai ned
that the program is 12 years old in
these ne ighborhoods and runsevery Monday through Friday.
There are over 100 volunteers
from these cities who prepare and
distr ibute the meals each day for
thosew hoca nnot shoporcook for
themselves, for whateve r reason.
Si nee th e \oca 1 Mea \s-onWheels program providesonlyfor
the tri-city area, it is an mdependent community service group
and does not receive any government funding: Therefore, volunteers deliverro anyone and do not
discriminate based on age or socia! class.
Some of these recipients inelude young mothers, AIDS victims, and the elderly Some people
receivemealsforonlyaweekwhile
others receive meals every day.
Inthetri-citycommunity,each
needy person receives two meals
at once, a cold meal for Iunch consisting of milk, sa lad. fruit, bread
and butter, a sandwich, and a dessert.
For dinner, each i ndivi~ ua l is
given a hot meal ,including a main
course, a vegetable, and a starch.
The food is dist ri buted between
12-1 p.m. so that both meals cover
the day. Cooking and preparation
take place at Christ Episcopal

Project Gold

-i:i4
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Annie Klekamp
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Sophomo re

"Gilda Radner." ·

"Katie Couric."

"Suzanne Somers."
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Elizabeth Osborne
:.::..::c:..:..:..::___ __
What does 11 mean to be a hero?
In thts day and age,J t's ha r d to tell
The sa me was rrue in ea rl y 20thcent ury Ireland , as reflected in
"The Playboy of th e W es te rn
World." The play, written by john
Milli n gt on
Synge m 1907

Presented by the jCU Department of Communicauons, "T he
Playboy of rhe Western World" is
an "absol ute 20th-century classic," Gyg li sa1d The play centers
on Christy Maho n (Joe Guay), a
umid man who visits an isolated
pub in the lns h count rysrde and
recounts the
story of how
he ktlled h1s
ab US IVe faTh e
th er
peasa nts see
th is as brave
a nd p ra lseworthy, and
begin to treat
him as a hero.
The "feisty,
b i g
mouthed "
Pegeen Mike
(Trishal a na
Kopaitich ),
daughter of
the pub's owner, falls in love with
this hero, and hefalls in love with
the idea of being a hero. The way
the other characters react to
Christy's story affects the way he
tells it.
Gygli noted that in Ireland ,
"somebody who can tel l a good
story IS very honored ... it's a very
btg part of the culture." She ex-

Jim Rutman
St aff Reporter

If you were to rush into a burn mg building a nd were forced to
save either the remaini ng copy of

Th e Complete Work s of
Shake speare or an anonymous
person. which would you choose?
Thi sseemingl yabsurd yet confoundmg quesuo n IS asked by artis t and playw r tgh t Sheldon
Flender (Rob Reiner) in Woody
Allen's latest feature film , Bullets

Over Broadway.

~~p~o:e~ e 1 ~~ Gyg/i noted that in
theme of the
formation of
one's tdentit y.
"It's very
psych o logi ca lly true,"
said Karen
Gygl i. ass ts·
tam professor
of communi cations, dur·
inga recent interview.
Directed by
Gygli, the play will be performed
on Friday, Nov. 4and Saturday. Nov.
5. in the Kulas Auditorium (Ad ministration Building). It also runs
thefollowmg weekend , Nov. ll and
12. All shows start at 8 p.m
The cast includes john Carroll
Umverstty students, alumni and
faculty member, Bill Ryan , director of the Institute of Humaniues.

Ireland, "somebody
who can tell a good
story is very
honored...it's a very
big part of the
culture.,

jolmhon Holley

The cast of 'The Playboy of the Western World' during a recent rehearsal: AaronBerger (bottom
left), Ben Kuhlman, Bill Sindelar, Angel Kornuc. Brian Sparks (middle left), Chuck Gifford, Trishalana
Kopaitich, Trish Rae Sanok, Kevin Biacsi, Bridget Lavelle. Bill Ryan (top left), Rebecca
Biddiscombe, Samatha D'Angelo, Joe Guay.
plained that Synge wrote the play
to celebrate and reflect the Irish
culture. He was part of a movement that included Will iam Butler Yeats and Lady Gregory. Their
aim was to c reate plays and literature that would override the ridi cule of the Irish culture that existed at the time.
At the play's premiere, though.
there were riots because some felt
that the unsympathetic portrayal
of Irish peasants only provided
further ridicule of the Irish culture. Now, however, "it's treated as
a very good play and ... it's one of
the great masterpieces of Western

literature, not just of Irish literature. It's very w1dely anthologized," Gygli said.
Gygli points to works such as
Natura !Born Killers andPulpFiction as modern parallels, in that
the public's treatment and glorification of murderers shapes their
identities. "[These arel movies
about how the med1a treats these
killers ... how they tell stories about
them ... the angle that they present
them to people, which is kind of
interestingabout this play, because
(Syngel did it first in 1907."
Some of the other characters in
the play who add to its sensitivity

and irony are Michael james
F la heny (Bill Sindelar), Widow
Quin (Tnsh Rae Sanok), Shawn
Keogh (Kevin Biacsil. jimmy
Farrell (Ch uckGifford),and Ph illy
Cullen (Ben Kuhlman).
If you are interested in the explorationof identity,acelebration
of Irish culture, or just good
storytelling, The Playboy of the
Western World " could be just the
ticket.
"It's a great story told by somebody who really understood human nature, and it's funny... and
thought-provoking ... the actors
worked very hard ," Gygli said.

The film offers a whimsical
lookattheglareof the Great White
Way in the heart of the roaring
'20s. But under the chic veneer of
slick comedy and lightheartedness lies the infinitely complex
issue of the merits of art and the
artist behind it.
David Shayne (John Cusack) is
an uncompromising, aspiring
Greenwich Village playwright
who is having his first play (The
God of Our Fathers) produced on
Broadway.
In need of financial support ,
David and his producer turn to
local gangster, Nick Valenti (Joe
Viterelli) for backing. But Nick's
assistance is conriri.gent upon the
provision of a rolefor hisdim-witted showgirl concubine, Olive,
portrayed with alarming believability by jennifer Tilly.
TheremainderofDavid'seclectic cast consists of a compulsively
corp ulent stage veteran (Jim
Broadbent), a perky canine fanatic
(Tracey Ullman) and an aging
megalomaniac who still fancies
herself a seductivestarletCDianne
Wiest).

James Donahue
Staff Reporter

The Road to Wellville stars
Anthony Hopkins(Remai nsofthe

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and testtaking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

great skills•••
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.

Valparaiso University, ranked # l in the Midwest Region by U.S. News & World
Report [ 1994), invites you to learn about its Schoof of Law. Located only an
hour from Chicago in northwest Indiana. Valparaiso University School of Law
offers a quality legal educaUon In a close-knit campus setUng. In addiUon to
an excellent (acuity. the law school offers students exceptional educational
opportunities such as:
• Summer 1993 - Jaatlce Antonin ScaUa, U.S. Supreme Court, Instructor,
summer law program in Cambridge, EDltand.
• Fall 1993 · 7th Circuit Court of Appeals, live Cll!le deliberation,
Valparaiso Unlvenlty School o£ Law Stride Courtroom.
• Spring 1994 - Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, U.S. Supreme Court,
lecturer, Seegen Lecture Series.
• Summer 1994 - Jaatlce Ruth Bader Ginsburg, U.S. Supreme Court,
Instructor, summer law program In Cambridge, England.
• Commencement 1995- Chief Justice WIWam Rehnqulst, U.S. Supreme
Court, keynote speaker.
• Summer 1995- Chief Justice Rehnq_uist, Instructor. summer law
program In Cambridge, England.

Visit our recruiter to learn more about what Valparaiso University School of
Law has to offer - includ ing Stride Scholarships for students with outstanding
credentials [full tuition+ $10.000 stipend) - or call 1-800-262-0656 today!

Visit our campus recruiter- Tuesday, Nov. 8
Call Career Services for time and location.

Call: (216)831-2233

higher score

APLAN

Dianne Wiest (left) and John Cusack star in Woody Allen's Bullets Over Broadway.
This group cannot mesh in rehearsal; the chemist ry does not
seem to be there particularly because of Olive's staggering ineptitude and the script's lack of polish.
Like many other struggling productions, this. one is in need of a
scriptdoctorwhocan patch things
up.
Relief comes in the unlikely

on road to nowhere

great scores•••

get a

9

Woody Allen hits bull's-eye with Bullets

Western W orld•
explores identity,
Irish culture
Staff Reporter
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Day ) who plays Dr.john Harvey
Kellogg, a strict vegetarian who
reportedly invented cornflakes.
Kellogg is an eccentric health guru
who runs a health resort/ sanitarium in Battle Creek, Mich.
Kellogg's sanitarium looks
something like an astronaut training center out of The Right Stuff,
with unconventional "trea tments" that consis.r of enemas,
electric baths and surgery.
The main s.tory focuses around
Will and Eleanor Lightbody
(played by Matthew Broderick and
Bridget Fonda). The couple visits
Kellogg's sanita rium at Eleanor's
insistence, and iseventuallycommitted by the good doctor. The
two of them are rhen separated
into the male and female sections
of the facility because Kellogg believes that sexual relation is. unhealthy for the body. But this
doesn't stop Will from having affairs with a couple of nurses, nor
does it stop Eleanor f romcheatmg
on Will with one of the doctors.
There is also a subplot involving Ossing (John Cusack) and his
partner, whoattem pt to start their
own cornflakes company by usingGeorge KelloggCDana Carvey).
George is Dr. Kellogg's adopted son
who doesn't get along with his father.
While there are some hearty
laughs in Road to Wellville, the
plot (if there is supposed to be one)
just plam stinks. The story i nvolving the Lightbody's is ludicrous
and makes no sense at all At the

end of the film the two face a con flict tha t is nothing less than ridiculous. However, the real disappointment is the lack of attention
paid to Hopkins' portrayal of
Kellogg. Hopkins does a brilliant
job of bringing this health perfectionist to life, but the fascinating
character plays second fiddle to
the supporting characters.
Why did the writers turn this
character into a s.upporting role
when the entire film is centered
on the sanitarium that Kellogg
created?
The plot between Kellogg and
his adopted son goes nowhere.
While the film does a good job of
showing flashbacks of George's
childhood to explain the hostilities between the two, the way the
plot brings these characters to a
resolution is just plain senseless.
As far as Carvey's portrayal of
George, it comes across as just another tired "Saturday Night Live·
skit.
Regardless of the bad script, 1
sti ll sl ightly recommend Road to
Wellvllle because I just couldn't
stoplaughingatit. Thesituations
inside of the sanitarium are hilarious, like when there is a short
circuit in one of the electric baths.
There are also some great moments outside of the facility s.uch
as when Ossing and his partner
au em pt to make cornflakes out of
manure.
Whilethdilm isadecentcom ed y, it could have been a lot better
if director /writer /co-producer
Alan Parker (The Commitments)
put more focus on the fascinatmg
Dr. Kellogg and his health sanitarium.

form of Olive's menacjng thug/
bodyguard named Cheech. This
pivotal role belongs to Chazz
Palminteri (A Bronx Tale) who
delivers a stellar comic performance and steals the film from a
typically brilliant Woody Allen
ensemble cast.
Cheech possesses an innate
theatrical s.ensibility. He has a

keen ear for realistic dialogue and
an uncanny dramatic instinct, all
traits that the highly trained David
is conspicuously lacking.
Cheech rejuvenates the script
behind the scenes and soon developsa passionateattachment to the
project. His innate talent is
matched only byhisvigorforperfection . Herein lies the central

ques uons of th1s fi lm: Is an arust
born or JS he/she cultiv<Ued and
molded mro form by various exter na l mfluences? Ca n creau ve
ge mus be manufactured or JS H
just a res ult of d tvt ne grace or
st mple good fort une?
All e n skillfully poses these
delicate quesuons with m a conti n uu m of ingemous jokes in a
s tra tgh tfo rward co med y. H JS
unique and versa ule brand of dialogue is delive red wuh fl awless
tim mg by a beauu f ullyassembled
ca t that seems to clearly enjoy
workm g w ith All en, and eac h
other.
f hc ove rall quaht y of the fi lm
IS enhanced 1m measurably by us
look Producuon designer Sa nro
Loquasto bnngs the tee ming vJbranceof the New YorkCi tyof the
J azz. Age back to ltfe wi th lav tsh ly
colored au tomob1les and theater
ma rquee . He also lends a sense of
authenuca y byc reati ng carefully
crafted interior scenes that display
tireless detail
But more important, Bu!lers
OverBroad way marks yet another
mum ph for Allen,America'smost
prolific and consistently origmal
comic writer/ director. Unfortunately, A lien's brilhance has been
somewhat d tmintshed by off screen controversyin recent years
But this film will serve as a
reminder of the continued quality that hascharactenzed h1swork
for nearly 30 years.
Oh , by the way, what would ir

-

be' The Complete Works of
Shakespeare or the anonymous
person? How far would you go for
the sake of art?
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Welcome JCU Students
Stop in with Carroll ID and your first beer is on us!
Complements of Miami Entertainment

--------------------------····
Daily 99t Happy
4-8 p.m.
Hour

MONDAY: $1.00 Domestics· All Day I All Night
TUESDAY: Party Bash I 25¢ Draft
WEDNESDAY: 99¢ Long Islands ·All Day I All Night
THURSDAY: The Ultimate Ladies Night
Free Drinks 8-11 p.m.
(Compliments of Miami Entertainment)

FRIDAY: Progressive Happy Hour I 99¢ from 4-9 p.m.

Grand Opening Weekend Bash
Saturday, November 5th: "MEET THE YACiERETTEJ"
FREE YAqERMEiSTER T-sHiRTS w/ DRiNk PuRCHASES
•T-shlrt.
• Browns Dckets
• Cavs Dcket.s & other Giveaways

Quinn's can also Host Private Parties
(sorority, fraternity, sports' team.tt, ... etc)

phone #932-6999
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jormhon Hollty

The cast of The Playboy of the Western World' during a recent rehearsal: AaronBerger (bottom
left), Ben Kuhlman. Bill Sindelar, Angel Kornuc. Brian Sparks (middle left), Chuck Gifford, Trishalana
Kopaitich, Trish Rae Sanok. Kevin Biacsi, Bridget Lavelle. Bill Ryan (top left), Rebecca
Biddiscombe, Samatha D'Angelo, Joe Guay.
plained that Synge wrote the play literature. not just of Irish litera- and irony are Michael james
to celebrate and reflect the Irish ture. It's very w1dely antholo- Flaherty (Bil l Sindelar), Widow
Quin (Tnsh Rae Sanok), Shawn
culture. He was part of a move- gized,' Gygli said.
Gygli points to works such as Keogh (Kevin Biacsi), jimmy
ment that included William Burler Yeats and Lady Gregory. Their Natural Born Killers and Pulp Fic- Farrel l (Chuck Gifford), and Ph illy
aim was to create plays and litera- tion as modern parallels, in that Cullen (Ben Kuhlman).
If you are interested in the exture that would override the ridi- the public's treatment and glorificule of the Irish culture that ex- cation of murderers shapes their plorationof identity, a celebration
identities. '[These are! movies of Irish culture, or just good
isted at the time.
At the play's premiere, though, about how the med 1a treats these srorytelling, "The Playboy of the
there were riots because some felt killers ... how they tell stories about Western World' could be just the
that the unsympathetic portrayal them ... the angle that they present ticket.
"It 's a great story told by someof Irish peasants only provided them to people, which is kind of
further ndicule of the Irish cul- interestingabout this play, because body who really understood human nature, and it's funny... and
ture. Now, however, 'i t's treated as [Synge! did it first in 1907.'
Some of the mher characters in thought-provoking... the actors
a very good play and ... it's one of
the great masterpieces of Western the play who add to itssensiti vity worked very hard," Gygli said.

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and testtaking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

great skills•••
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.

Valparaiso University, ranked # l in the Midwest Region by U.S. News & World
Report (1994), invites you to learn about its Schoof of Law. Located only an
hour from Chicago in northwest Indiana. Valparaiso University School of Law
offers a quality legal education in a close-knit campus selling. In addition to
an excellent (acufty. the law school offers students exceptional educational
opportunities such as:
• Sommer 1993 - Justice Antonln Scalia, U.S. Supreme Court, Instructor,
summer law program In Cmnbridge, England.
• Falll993 - 7th Circuit Court of Appeals. live case deliberation,
Valparaiso Unlvenlty School of Law Stride Courtroom.
• Spring 1994 - Justice Sandra Day O ' Connor, U.S. Supreme Court,
lecturer, Seegen Lecture Series.
• Sommer 1994 - Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, U.S. Supreme Court,
Instructor, summer law program In Cambridge, England.
• Commencement 1995 - Chief JusUce Wllllam Rebnquist, U.S. Supreme
Court, keynote speaker.
• Summer 1995 - Chief Justice Rehnquist, Instructor, summer law
program In Cambridge, England.

Visit our recruiter to learn more about what Valparaiso University School of
Law has lo offer - including Stride Scholarships for students with outstanding
credentials [full tuition+ $10.000 stipend)- or call 1-800-262·0656 today!

Visit our campus recruiter- Tuesday, Nov. 8
Call Career Services for time and location.

Call: (216)831-2233

higher score

KAPLAN

The Complete Works of
Shakespeare or an anonymous
person, which would you choose?
Thisseemingly absurd yetconfoundmg question is asked by an1St and playwright Sheldon
Flender (Rob Reiner) 1n Woody
Allen's latest feature film, Bullets
Over Broadway.
The film offers a whimsical
lookattheglareof the Great White
Way in the heart of the roaring
'20s. But under the chic veneer of
slick comedy and lightheartedness lies the infinitely complex
Issue of the merits of art and the
artist behind it.
David Shayne (John Cusack) is
an un comp romising, aspiring
Greenwich VIllage playwright
who is havmg his first play (The
God of Our Fathers) produced on
Broadway.
In need of financial support ,
David and his producer turn to
local gangster, Nick Valenti Uoe
Viterelli) for backing. But Nick's
assistance is contingent upon the
provision of a role for his dim-witted showgirl co ncubine, Olive,
portrayed with alarming believability by jennifer Tilly.
Therema inderofDavid'seclectic castconsists of a compulsively
corpul ent stage veteran (Jim
Broadbent), a perky canine fanatic
(Tracey Ullman) and an aging
megalomaniac who still fancies
herself a seductive starlet (Dianne
Wiest).

Dianne Wiest (left) and John Cusack star in Woody Allen's Bullets Over Broadway.
This group cannot mesh in rehearsal; the chemistry does not
seem to be there particularly because of Olive's staggering ineptitude and the script's lack of polish.
Like many other struggling productions, this one is in need of a
script doctor whoca n patch things
up.
Relief comes in the un likely .

on road to nowhere

great scores•••

get a
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Jim Rutman
Staff Reporter
If you were to rush into a burning buildmg and were forced to
save either the remainmg copy of

Elizabeth Osborne
Staff Reporter
What does it mean to be a hero?
ln this day and age, It's hard to tell
The same was true in early 20thcentury Ireland, as reflected m
"The Playboy of the Western
World." The play, written by john
Millington
Synge in 1907,

a

ENTERTAINMENT

Woody Allen hits bull's-eye with Bullets

Western W orld•
explores identity,
Irish culture
Presented by the JCU Department of Communications. "The
Playboy of the Western World" IS
an "absolute 20th-century classic," Gygli sa1d The play centers
on Christy Mahon Uoe Guay), a
tim1d man who visitS an 1solated
pub in the Irish countryside and
recounts the
swry of how
he killed his
~~p!o:ef et:~ Gygli noted that in
abUSIVe father
The
theme of the
peasants see
formation of Ireland, "somebody
this as brave
one's identity.
who can tell good and praise"It's very
worthy, and
psychologibegin 10 treat
cally true," story is very
him as a hero.
said Karen
Gygh. assishonored...it's a very The "feisty,
b i g
tant professor
mouthed"
of communi- big part of the
cations, durPegeen Mike
(Trishalana
mgarecent in- culture."
terview.
- - - - - - - - - - - - Kopaitich),
daughter of
Directed by
Gygli. the play will be performed the pub's owner, falls in love with
on Friday,Nov.4andSarurday,Nov. this hero, and he falls in love with
5. in the Kulas Auditorium (Ad- the idea of being a hero. The way
ministration Building). It also runs the other characters react w
the following weekend, Nov. II and Christy's story affects the way he
tells it.
12. All shows start at 8 p.m.
Gygli noted that in Ireland,
The cast includes john Carroll
Umversny slUdems, alumm and 'somebody who can tell a good
faculty member, Bill Ryan, direc- story is very honored ... it's a very
b1g part of the culture.' She extor of the lnsmute of Humanines
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James Donahue
Staff Reporter
The Road to Wellville stars
Anthony Hopkins(Remai nsofthe
Day ) who plays Dr.john Harvey
Kellogg, a strict vegetanan who
reportedly invented cornflakes.
Kellogg isaneccentric health guru
w ho runs a health resort/sanitarium in Battle Creek, Mich.
Kellogg's sanitarium looks
something like an astronaut training center out of The Right Stuff,
with unconventio nal "treatments" that consist of enemas,
electric baths and surgery.
The main story focuses around
Will and Eleanor Lightbody
(played by Matthew Broderick and
Bridget Fonda). The cou ple visits
Kellogg's san itarium at Eleanor's
insistence, and iseventuallycommi tted by the good doctor. The
two of them are 1hen separated
into the male and female sections
of the facility because Kellogg believes that sexua l relation is unhealthy for the body. But this
doesn't stop Will from having affairs with a couple of nurses, nor
does it stop Eleanor from cheating
on Will with one of the doctors.
There is also a subplot in vol ving Ossi ng(]ohnCusack) and his
partne r, whoattempt to start their
own cornflakes company by usingGeorge Kellogg(Dana Carvey).
George is Dr. Kellogg's adopted son
who doesn't get along with his father.
Whi le there are some hearty
laughs in Road to Well vi lie, the
plot (i f there is supposed to be one)
justplainsnnks Thestorymvolving the Lightbody's is ludicrous
and makes no sense at all. Ar the

end of the film the two face a conflict that is nothing less than ridiculous. However,therealdisappointment is the lack of attention
paid to Hopkins' portrayal of
Kellogg. Hopkins does a brilliant
job of bringing this health perfectionist to life, but the fasci nating
cftaracrer plays second fiddle to
the supporting characters.
Why did the writers turn this
character into a supporting role
when the entire film is centered
on the sanitarium that Kellogg
created?
The plot between Kellogg and
his adopted son goes nowhere.
While the film does a good job of
showing flashbacks of George's
childhood to explain the hostili ties between the two, the way the
plot brings these characters to a
resolution is just plain senseless.
As far as Carvey's portrayal of
George, it comes across as just another tired "Saturday Night Live"
skit.
Regardless of the bad sc ript, I
still slightly recommend Road to
Well vi lie because l just couldn't
swp laughingatit. Thesituations
inside of the sanitarium are hi larious, l1ke when there is a short
ci rcuit in one of the electric baths.
There are also some great moments outside of the facility such
as when Ossing and his partner
attempt to makecornflakesoutof
manure.
While the film isadecentcom edy, it could have been a lot better
if director /writer /co-producer
Alan Parker (The Commitments)
put more focus on the fascinating
Dr. Kellogg and his health sanitarium .

form of Olive's menac)ng thug/
bodyguard named Cheech. This
pivotal role belongs to Chazz
Palminteri (A Bronx Tale) who
delivers a stellar comic performance and stea Is the film from a
typically brilliant Woody Allen
ensemble cast.
Cheech possesses an mnate
theatrical sensibility. He has a

Copyrcht MJramu

keen ear for realistic dialogue and
an uncanny dramatic instinct, all
traits that the highly trained David
is conspicuously lacking.
Cheech rejuvenates the script
behind the scenes and soon developsa passionateattachment to the
project. His innate talent is
matched only by his vigor for perfection. Herein lies the central

questions of th1s film . Is an artist
born or is he/she cultivated and
molded inw form by various external influences? Can creative
genius be manufactured or 1s it
just a result of diVme grace or
s1mple good fortune?
Allen skillfully poses these
delicate questions withm a continuum of ingemous jokes in a
straightforward comedy. His
umque and versatile brand of dialogue 1s delivered wah flawless
t1m1ngbya beautifullyassembled
cast that seems to clearly enjOy
workmg with Allen. and each
other
The overall quality of the film
is enhanced 1m measurably b)' ns
look Production designer Santo
Loquasto brings the teeming v•branceof the New YorkCityof the
jazz Age back to life with lavishly
colored automobiles and theater
marquees Healsolendsasenseof
aut henucny b;•creatmgcaref ully
crafted interior scenes thatdisplay
ttre less detail
But more important, Bullets
Over Broad way marks yet another
triumph for Allen,Amenca:Smost
prolific and consistently original
comic writer/director. Un fortu nately, Allen's brilliance has been
somewhat d1min1shed by offscreen controversy inrecem years.
But thiS film will serve as a
reminder of tpe continued quality that hascharactenzed h1swork
for nearly 30 years
Oh, by the way, what would it
be? The Comp lete Worhs of
Shahespeare or the anonymous
person? How far would you go for
the sake of art?

-
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Welcome JCU Students
Stop in with Carroll/D and your first beer is on us!
Complements of Miami Entertainment

----··---·-·--·---------··--·Daily 99¢
4-8
Happy Hour

p.m.

MONDAY: $1.00 Domestics· All Day I All Night
TUESDAY: Party Bash 125C Draft
WEDNESDAY: 99C Long Islands ·All Day I All Night
THURSDAY: The Ultimate Ladies Night
Free Drinks 8-11 p.m.
(Compliments of Miami Entertainment)

FRIDAY: Progressive Happy Hour I 99C from 4-9 p.m.

Grand Opening Weekend Bash
Saturday, November 5th: "MEET THE YAGERETTEJ"
FREE YAQERMEiSTER T-SHiRTS wI DRiNk PURCHASES
•T-shlrts
• Browns Dckets
• Cava Dckets & other Giveaways

Quinn's can also Host Private Parties
(sorority, fraternity, sports' teams, ... etc)

phone #932-6999

...._
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Frickman leads and lives by example

RandyJ:_oeser
Staff Reporter
Th( {11•t: sot lOt\ 011 till joh11
Ca,-mll 1ollcyl1iii I rca m lwvc OIIIJ
lostfi l't: gamo 111jmu ynu wt wlwl
i' ntlw I It~ Don 511 ula Sports CcnIn Although thr Lady treahs
"Cl"<' vicloiwu> rlus past Satu ,-Jay
a 'ai nsr Capital.somet IIi ng wasd1jf,·,ou They we1c ort rhfir hom<
cornt,butforthes.:niors.rlllstime
11 wasforrhclasrwnc. A bnll10m
run that sawthtsgroupcapture
bach to bach OAC titles, 11.1 first
NCAA playoff appearance, a11d
success11nmatched byanyvolleyball team in clwol hi>tory. was
COimng to a dase. More than willni ng, chis group was able to build
something specialjorJohn Carroll,
that bctng a Formula For Success.

Part IV No· I" in Team
Dtvtston Ill athletes have to
have a certam balance In the1r
lives. They are forced to work at
being the best ath !etc, yet quick Iy
sh 1ft their focus back toward academics.Theyplaythegamefonhe
love of 1he sport, but never lose
stght as to why they are at that
institUtion
Kathy Fnckman Is a special
student-athlete . She plays the
gamebecauscsheisgoodatwhat
she does, but never losessightasto
whyshe1shere. BothanAli ·OAC
and All -Academic selection,
Frick man playsthegameforother
reasons as well.
"Kathy stmply loves this team,
she has thrown her whole heart
into it. "She takes responsibility

for what happens on and off the
coun With thisgroup," satd Head
Coach Gretchen Weitbrecht. "She
is a prime example of what a Dtvis1on Ill player IS all about"
What frickma n brings is her
undying loyalty to her team .
While some athletes are worried
about personal statistiCS or honors, Frickman's worries are about
the next game, or that the her
teammates are happy.
"Th1s team has become my
family," said Frickman . "We do
everything together. There is no
one I would rather be with than
my teammates."
Frickman, who has served as
the team's captain fort he past two
seasons, is called upon to be the
teams emotional leader.

Booters are bitten by Terriers, 1-0
Michael Homer
Staff Reporter
For the tlmd ume 111 as many
years, John Carroll and Hiram
faced each other for the Ohto AthletiC Confere nee Cham ptonshi pIn
men's soccer. Carroll's plans torepeat were foiled as H~ram , t he regular season champ, downed a batteredJCU team,1 -0
The turning potnt in the game
came late In the second half when
freshman
forward
Chip
Aschenbrener was on a break
away, and as he pushed past
Hiram's goal keeper, he was taken
down.
To the BlueStreaks'outrage, the
referee onlygaveouta yellow card
and awarded a direct kick instead
of the red card and penalty kick
they felt they deserved.
A henbrenerw ntoutwlthasevere knee 111jury
With twenty minutes left in the
game, the referee awarded Hiram
a penalty kick on a marginal take
d~wn. This was the only goal of
the game as both teams missed
our on a few scoring opportunities. The goalies weresrrongas they

kept the game a low-scoringaffair.
"The goaltes did make some
good saves," said Assistant Coach
Bob Straub, "but we could have
capitalized on a few chances."
A win would have given the
kickers their second straight OAC
Tournament crown.
"lt would have been nice for the
seniors because they could have
won four straight OAC championships and two straight tournaments," said Straub. "They sti II did
not lose a home game."
The Blue Streaks did advance
to the championship by snuffing
out Heidelberg for the second time
this year. The 4-0 victory was
aided by goals from EricChiprich,
Ryan Caudill, Bob Krupitzer, and
Joszijalics
Goalie Michael Lyons added yet
ano h r h to to his tature. ln
the final OACsta ndings,Lyons finished second in the conference
with a 1.11 goa ls against average.
Carroll suffered a few injuries
10 the title match. Aschenbrener
(knee), Scott Marshall (knee),
Chiprich (an kle)and Brian Painter
(ankle) all sustained their injuries

in the last game of the season.
"The season was a roller coaster
with peaks and valleys," noted
Straub "With all of our injuries
and little losing streaks, many
players stepped up in adversity."
Despite this adversity, there
were many high notes throughout the season. Lyons and defender
Tom Hahn were named to the firstteam all OAC for the first time.
Lyons was 51-12-2 as a starter and
never lost a home match. Hahn
alsomoved upafterasecond-team
selection last year.
"We're happy both Mike and
Tom made it for the first time,"
said Straub. "We wi ll miss their
senior leadership and their defense."
Sophomore Bob Krupitzerwas
named as honorable mention and
lpr h w
am
a
en e
to the second team Ali-OAC.
The Streaks had an 11-7-2
record overall and5-2-2 in the conference. They tied with Heidelberg
and Otterbein for second in the
OAC.The hooters have extended
their home unbeaten streak to 37
consecutive games.

Streaks
of the
Week

"1 am just doing my job, and
my JOb IS to play my roll on the
team,"satd frickman."lf Jean provide a spark by blocking a ball or
givi ngencou ragement,then that's
what I wtll do."
What her teammates see 1s
someone devoted to making sure
that everything is perfect.
"Kathy is like a 'mother-hen'
withus,"saidfellowseniorLeslie
Mahl. "She provides us with the
big leadership when we need it
most."
Frickman,whoisrhirdall-time
atJCUmcareerblocks, has comea
long way from her high school
days at Oak Hills in Cincinnati.
Although she did nor stan in high
school, Frickman's willingness to
learn put her in a spot to evemu-

ally work her way into the John
Carroll starting lineup.
"Watching Kathy mature into
not only the type of player she has
become but also the person she is
shows the type of commllment
that she has 1n her life ," said
Weitbrecht."She is the type of person that parents wanttheirdaughters to grow up to be hke ...
WhilemuchofhowFrickman
lives her life centers around her
team,sheneverlosessightofthe
people who mean the most in her
life.
"My younger sister Krisnn is
the rea l hero me. She is outgoing
and just lives life," said Frick man.
'My mom is my biggest fan. I
wouldn't want it to be anyone else
in the whole world.'

Sports Flashes
The womenssoccer ream's 9-6-2 record at the end of 1994 was
not only the team's second winning season in its six year existence,
but it tallied the Lady Streak's highest single season winning percentage (.588) ever... Goalkeeper Angela Rochowiak finished flf th
• in theOAC in goals allowed at a l47mark this season. Mike Lyons,
the men's soccer team's goalie, finished league playrankingsecond
in goals against average, holding opponents to 1.11 goals a game.

The previous information has been provided by John Carroll's
Sports Information Department and the CN Sports Staff

Liz Phair
$7.98 Cassette
$11.98 CD

REM
$7.98 Cassette
$12.98 CD
Present Your Student J.D. for
10 % Discount Except for
Pictured Items.
Good Thru Nov. 12

Scott O'Donnell

O'Donnell recorded a team-high 13
tack les against Muskingum last
Saturday in the Streak's 33-3 win
over the Muskies at Wasmer Field .
Five of those tackles took place
behind the line of scrimmage. Two
were solo sacks for minus- 25 yards.
He assisted on a third sack, as well.
The sophomore outside linebacker
earned OAC Defensive Player of the
Week for h1sefforts

7529 Mentor Ave
Mentor

A.L.T. 2248 Lee Road ,
Cleveland Heights

975-9570

321-3755

Alternative, Rap,
Techno, T-Shirts
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don't make a one-two combination on the all-OAC team. They've
just been great all season long and
besides Sean, Pj.'s been able to go
to Brian lAsh] at times and Tom
Telesco who had a great game today. lr was a fine performance all
around for the entire offense."
Williams, who caught eight
passes for 152 yards, set a new JCU
record for most receiving yards in
a season,with 828, breaking Hank
Durica's record of 738 set in 1989.
Williams also broke Dan Carroll's
LQ7l record of nine touchdown receptions in a season. Williams
caught three on Saturday raising
his season total to 12.
"He IDurica] was here when I
was a freshman," Williams said.
"He was one of the guys to look up
to. It's a privilege for me Ito break
his record]."

V-ball seeks OAC tourney
crown and NCAA bid
iSophomorel Nicki Hewald
has given us great play all season from the backcourt and
Uuniorl Dawn Ebinger has
worked her ~ off 'tO provide
all-al'<JIIftd' coUSiste.ncy on the
11o0r..., said Weitbrecht. "'ur
twofreshmen[Pamjinrisonand
Lori Hammer] have hung in all
season. TheyhavebecnO\irrcal
bright spotS thaf the whole
tam can count on.•
While the Streaks would
like to make their second

to one game at a time.
"I told the girls that we have
to focus on Friday. Since we are
thede[endingchamps,all of the
teatll$ will be gunning for us,•
S!lidWeitbrecht justlikeinthe
NCAA basketball tournament,
the semifinal games are sometimes the best games. We expectadogfight withanyof the
teams that we play. But our focus is first on Friday."
The Streaks, the defending
OAC champions, will face
Muskingum who defeated
Baldwin-Wallacein five games.

Weitbrecht sees her team coming together at the right time.
"We: were able to keep Capital from establishing cohsistent
play all afternoon. I was pleased
withoureffort,"saidWettbrtcht
"Now that weare healthy,weare
becoming more confident"
Weitbrecht has had to deal
with the loss of three of her seniors, Kathy Frickman, Stacey
Mullally,andleslieMahl,atdifferent points during the season.
Despite the teams health problems, the Lady Streaks, 28-6 JohnCarrollbeatB-Wlastweek
overall and 7-2 in theOAC.are 11-lS, 15-13,. 1.5--13. 15-7. If the
currently fourth in the NCAA StreakswiJlQnFriday,theywill
Division mMidwest Region. be on a eolll$ion course with
Weitbrecht credits the play of ONU, who they have played in
the last two OAC Tourneys.
her underclass players.

Rock,
Comic Books, T-Shirts
M etal,

John McGinty
Staff Reporter
Domination is the name of the
game as the JCU swimming and
diving teams are prepari ng to attain yet another Ohio Athletic
Confere nce crown.
Their records attest to this
dominance as the men's team is
shooting for its sixth consecutive
title in the OAC
With five titles in theOACand
four in the President's Athletic
Conferen ce, the lady Blue Streak's
are aiming for their tenth consecutive title overall.
Neither of the two teams has
ever lost theOACcrownsincejoining the conference in 1989.
This year, the Streaks should
be even stronger. Sophomore diver
Frank D'Angelo, who won the l-

meter and 3-meter springboard
co mpetition at last year's OAC
meet, should help com pen sate for
th e loss of All-American Sean
Flaherty, who graduated in the
Spring.
The women divers lost Lisa
Lombardi, a first and second place
finisher in the l and 3-meter
springboard, respectively, at the
OACs last year, but still expect to .
be strong.
Two swimmers, Laura Gerken
and Rosalyn Valentino,arestudying abroad this semester, bur will
return for the second semes ter
schedule and the conference
championships.
Coac h Lenhart said obvious
goals this season are ro win the
OAC, as well as to fimsh high at
the National Invitational.

The game also featured a key (7-l, 6-1 In OAC) host the dangerplay by the Blue Streaks' special ous Htram Terners ( 4-4, 3-4) in a
teams unit led by sophomore Dan 1:30 p.m. game at Wasmer Field.
Bansley. With john Carroll lead- Two weeks ago the Terriers threw
ing 20-3 in the second quarter, the a scare into undefeated BaldwinMuskies lined up for a punt on Wallace as they led the Yellow
their own 15. However, Bansley Jackets l0-9 early in the fourth
crashed through the hne and quarter before succumbing 23-10.
"The last few years Hmm has
blocked Bruce Lanning's punt. The
a len Bansley fell on the loo e ball brought in a lot of talented athletes." DeCarlo said. "It's a nvalry
in the end zone.
"Special teams is our main pri- with them not bemg too far away.
ority to start practice," Bansley ljust don't anucipate we're going
said,"Coach lArch I Tunnell does a to have a whole lot of trouble getgreat job !getting us ready!. I was ting our kids up for the H~ram
game"
able to get through and block it."
The Gridders will attempt to
DeCarlo noted the significance
of the play;"It was a big factor. last avenge a 0-6 losing streak at
year it was 20-3 at halftime and Baldwin-Wallace's Fmney Stathey came back and gave us head- dium next week. They have not
aches. They just didn't have the won since the stadtum was conimpact players Ito do that again.]" structed in 1971. The game is at
This Saturday the Blue Streaks 1:30 p.m., Saturday the Nov.l2.

Injury ridden runners ready
to rebound for NCAA·s
Jonathan Kase
Staff Reporter
On Saturday October 30, the
men's and women's cross country
teams travelled to Ohio Northern
University for the Ohio Athletic
Conference cham pionship races.
The flat course loopingaround the
ONU campus and sunny, 60 degree weather should have made
nearly ideal running conditions.
However, both the men's and
women's teams were hampered by
injuries.

Wltli some runners fuimperea
by injuries, the men's team finished the day in eighth place.
Otterbein ran to the first placefinish followed closely by Mount
Union in second.
According to Coach Don
Stupica theJCU finish doesn't indicate the team's efforts or how
close the meet ac tually was.
"We had a very balanced conference this year," he said. "In the
final standings of the conference
meet, the fourth through eighth
place teams are interchangeable
on any given weekend."
Finishing first overall was Eugene Kornuila from Mount Union
with a time of 25:30,andjCU's top
finisher was sophomore Dave
Frattare who upped his 1993 finish of 35th overall to 22nd with a
time of 27:05. Senior jason Leh rer
finished 47th and sophomore

Swimming strokes for OAC crown

$7.98 Cassette
$11.98 CD

Hahn, the captam semor sweeper,
starred in all 74 regular season Blue
Streak soccer games m his four seasons, he I pmg gu1de them to 1hree
consecutive OAC tides ('91·'93) and
the team to 57 victones. Hahn has
been rewarded by the OAC with first
team honors m 1994 The Streaks
never suffered a defeat at Wasmer
ftcld dunng Hahn's career at Carroll

cussion against th e Muskies.
Erik Boland
Ironically, with the exception
Staff Reporter
For John Carroll quarterback of the Mount Union game, lnsana
PJ lnsana, home has been any- has come back from each of those
thing but sweet. And, in fact, setbacks and played reasonably
Wasmer Field has been his own welL
WithjCU up 3-0 in the second
personal house of pain.
In sana was knocked out of his quarter, lnsanacame back into the
fourth consecutive home game, game and on his second play, fired
only to return and lead the Blue an eight yard pass overt he middle
Streaks covictory,this time against to Sean Williams who turned it
the overmatched Muskingum into a 66-yard touchdown. Those
66 yards were enough to give
Muskies 33-3 last Saturday
Look at lnsana's injuries from lnsana 4,164 yards and the allhis last four home games. Ten time JCU passing mark, surpassstitches to his chin ·against ing Larry Wanke who threw for
Marietta on Sept. 10, bruised ribs 3,980 yards from 1989-90.
"Maybe I need to get hit in the
vs. Mount Union on Ocr. I, a broken nose vs. Heidelberg on Ocr. 8. head before each game," lnsana
Then on Saturday, he reopened the joked afterwards.
Head Coach TonyDeCarlosaid,
gash on his chin, which had to be
shored up with seven more "It would really be a shame if these
stitches, and suffered a slight con- two guys llnsana and Williams]

Matt Canning, a seni~r cornerback and return specialist, returned three punts for 47 yards against th.e Muskies.

Be Giants

Tom Hahn

lnsana overcomes injuries to become JCU's all-time leading passer

Strong Safety Chris Cochran nabbed two interceptions against
Muskingum Saturday, uppinghisseason total to four and his career
toral to eight, roost among active players.

Sophomore kicker jason Goldberg spilt the uprights two more
times this past weekend againstMuskingum with field goals for 27
and 35 yards to become 10 of 12 for the season. .
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Gridders drown Muskies, 33-3

Seniors Stacey Mullally, first in kills per game (5.10), Leslie
Mahl,second in assists pergame(9.02),andKathy Frickman, third
in digs per game (4.11) are among the OACs volleyball statistical
leadersentering the league's post·season tournament. junior Dawn
Ebinger is tied for seventh in digs per game (3.41) in the OAC, as
welL

lnadditiontobreakingtheCarrollrecordformostyatdspassing
ina career(4l64),seniorquarterback PJ. Insana also set the record
for totaloffenstveyards in a career with 4,813, making him a likely
candidate to become the first offensive player to chalk-up over
5,000 yards in total offense in school history
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"We have the talent,' Lenhart
sa id . "And with hard work day-in
and day-out, we will continue to
do well, both as individualsand as
a team."
The Blue Streaks are guided by
co-captains Eric Rapp and Jim
Petkunas. The capta ins of the
Lady Streak's are Ashley Maurer,
Sara h Mitchell, and Maria
Montalbano.
The swim team will open irs
regular season at Grove City College on November 12, where they
will swim against host Carnegie
Mellon.
Key meers for the Blue Streaks
this year include events at Allegheny, where they will face some top
schools in Dtvision Ill, and the
National Catholic Invitational at
the Umversity of Notre Dame

Jamie Barbour fimshed 49th with
respective times of 28:04 and
28:06. Coach Stupica stated that
his team's performance ISm tsleading by the statistics.
"Theteamranthe best they had
all year," Stuptca remarked. "Everyone had personal records."
The women lost runners to
tendonit is, ankle injuries, and
mono, and only six women ran.
Bur that didn't stop those injured
from helping their team.
Senior Daniell e Sluga finished
in 1~.37, good enough for stvmt
· place overall. Sherecallsthatcritlcal point in the race when she felt
like slowing-down.
"To hearmyteammates yelling
for me,' said Sluga. "1 picked it up
again." And she ran to her third
top ten finish in her ca reer.
Overall, the JCU women finished fifth behind first place
Baldwin Wallace and second place
hosts, Ohio Northern. The first
place individual honors belonged
to Baldwin Wallace's Shawn
Conleywhofinished in 18:54. For
jCU, sophomore Jodi Boi ta finis hed23rdand seniorTishKanaga

ftnished 24th with times of 20:41
and 20:46 respectively
Sophomore Amy Fenske who
hadjCU's second best finish with
a rime of 20:25, nineteenth overall, said that like the men, the
women ran very well personally.
"We all ran pretty much our best
races," she recalls.
This Saturday, November 5, is
the Kent State Open where the
runners can gauge themselves
against Division I competition.
l"he teams look at the meet as a
com
n on twtt
p

sure. Stupica calfs it a "rune up,'
and both team s will use 11 to keep
in meet shape during their rest
penod. Also the extra rime will
give the nagging injuries a chance
to heal.
Sluga looks at Kem in a definite positive light, "This is a great
opportunity to lower your times
and get confidence for the
Regionals,' she said.
Both teams look forward to the
NCAA Regionals meet tn rwo
weeks at Anderson College in Indianapolis, Indiana on November
12.
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Frickman leads and lives by example
Randy Loeser
_ _
Staff Reporter
The .fii'C!>l!IWI\OII thcjvhtt
Ccurol/ 1•v/lryl)(l/ I W1m IJUv.: vn ly
losrfi vc games infou r yearwt wlwt
is now I he Don Slllda s,~, ts Ccn
to: Although tl1c Lady Strcal1s
were VI clO t 10us tim pas/Saturday

agaill>tCapital,somcthingwasdijTl1cy were 011 their home
court, but for tltr semors, tl11s time
11 wa Jon he last time. A bri/lwnt
nltl tlw l saw tlris group capture
l•ack to back OAC ltlles, liS Jr nt
NCAA playoff appeara nee, and
success u nmalched by any volleyball team in school history, was
coming to a close. More than wtnn i ng, I his group was able to build
somethi ngspwalforjolwCarroJI,
that berng a Formula For Success.

jc t rllt.

Pan IV: No · 1· in Team
D1v1s 1on Ill athletes have lO
have a certatn balance in their
l ivcs. They are forced 10 work at
betng the best ath Ietc, yet quickly
sh1f tthe1r focus back toward academ1cs.l hcyplaythcg meforthe
love of the sport, but never lose
sight as to why they are at that
instiruuon.
Kathy Fnckman is a specml
student-athlete . She plays the
game because she tsgood at what
she does, but never losessightas to
why she is here. Both an All -OAC
and A II- Academic se Iect ion,
Fnckman plays thegameforother
reasons as welL
"Kathy simply loves this ream,
she has thrown her whole heart
mto it "She takes responsibility

for what happens on and off the
court with this group," sa1d Head
CoachGretchenWeitbrecht."She
1sa pnmeexam ple of what a Divis1on Ill player is all about."
What Frickman brings is her
undying loyalty to her team .
While some athletes are worried
about personal statistics or honors, Frickman's worries are about
1he next game, or tha t the her
teammates are happy.
"This team has become my
family," satd Frickman. "We do
everythi ng together. There is no
one I would rather be with than
my teammates."
Frickman, w ho has served as
the team's captain fort he pasttwo
seasons, is ca ll ed upo n to be the
teams emotio nal leader.

Booters are bitten by Terriers, l-0
Michael Homer
kept the game a low-scoringaffair.
Staff Reporter
"The goalies did make some
For the third time in as many good saves," said Assistant Coach
years, john Carroll and lliram Bob Straub, "but we could have
faced each other for the Ohio Ath- capaalized on a few chances."
leticConferenceChamptonshipln
A win would have given the
men's soccer. Carroll's plans tore - kickers their second straight OAC
peat werefoiled as Hiram, the regu- Tournament crown.
lar season champ, downed a bat"It would have been nice for the
teredjCU team, 1-0.
seniors because they could have
The turning point in the game won four straight OAC champicame late In the second half when ons hips and two straigh t tournafreshman
forwa rd
C h ip me nts," sa id Strau b."Th ey still did
Ascherrbrener was o n a break not lose a home game."
away, and as he p us hed past
T he Blue Streaks did advance
Hiram's goal keeper, he was taken 10 the c ham pio nshi p by snuffing
down.
out Heidelbergforth e second time
To the Blue Streaks' outrage, the th ts yea r. The 4-0 v ictory was
referee on lygaveout a ye llow card aided bygoa ls fro m EricChipri ch,
and awarded a direct kick instead Ryan Ca udill, Bob Krupitzer, and
of the red ca rd and pe nalty kick Joszijalics
they felt they deserved .
Goalie Michael lyons added yet
Aschenbren rwentoutwithase- an th r h out to h t
atur . n
vere knee Jlljur y
the final OACstandings, Lyons fin Wit h twenty minutes left in the ished second in the conference
ga me, the referee awarded Hira m with a Lll goals against average.
a penalty kick on a marginal take
Ca rroll suffered a few injuries
dow n. This was the only goa l of in rhe titl e ma tch . Asch enbrener
the game as bo th teams mtssed (kn ee), Scott Ma rshall ( knee),
out on a few scoring opportu ni- Chiprich (an kle)and Bria n Painter
ues. The goalies were strong as they (ankle) all sus tained their injuries

in t he last game of the season.
"The season was a roller coaster
wit h peaks and valleys," note d
Straub. "Wit h all of our injuries
and little losing streaks, many
players stepped up in adversi ty."
Despite this adve rsity, there
were many high notes throughout the season. Lyons and defender
Tom Hahn were named to the firstteam all OAC for the first time.
Lyorrs was 51-12-2 as a starter and
never lost a home matc h. Hahn
also moved up af ter a second-tea m
selection last year.
"We're happy both Mike and
Tom made it for the first t ime,"
said Stra ub. "We will miss th eir
seni or lea dership and their d efense."
Sophomore Bob Krupitzer was
named as honorable mention and
named
d ~n
to the second team A ll-OAC
The Streaks had an 11-7-2
record overall and 5-2-2 in the con ference.They tied with Heidel be rg
and Otterbein for second in the
OA C The hooters have extended
their home unbeaten streak to 37
con sec utive ga mes.

Streaks
of the
Week

"I am JUSt doing my job, and
my job IS w play my roll on the
team,"saJdFrickman "lflcanprovide a spark by blocking a ball or
gtvingencouragemem, then that's
what I wi II do."
What her teammates see is
someone devoted to making sure
that everything is perfect.
"Kathy is like a 'mother- hen'
with us," said fellow senior Leslie
MahL "She provides us with t he
big leadership when we need it
most."
Frick man, who is third all-time
atjCU in career blocks, has come a
long way from he r high school
days at Oak Hills in Cincin nati.
A!though s hedtd not start in h igh
sc hool,Frickm a n'swilli ngness to
learn put her in a spot to eve mu -

ally work her way into the John
Carroll stamng lmeup.
"WatchingKathymatureinto
not only the type of player she has
become but also the person she is
shows the type of commitment
that she has m her life," said
Wwbrecht. "She is the type of personthat parentswantrheirdaughters to grow up to be like."
While much of how Frickman
lives her life centers around her
team, she never loses sight of the
people who mean the most in her
life.
"My younger sister Kristin is
the rea l hero me. She is outgoing
and just lives life," said Frickma n.
"My mom is my biggest fa n l
would n't want it tobeanyoneelse
in the whole world:

Sports Flashes
The worne nt soccer team's 9-6-2 record at the end of 1994 was
not only the team's second winning season in its six yearex.istence,
but it tallied the lady Streak 's highest si ngle season winning percentage(.588)ever.. Goalkeeper Angela Rochowiak finished fifth
• in theOACin goals allowed at a l.47mark this season. Mike l yons,
the men's soccer team's goalie ,finished league play ranking second
in goals against average, holding opponents tO l.ll goals a game.

The previous information has bun provided by john Carrolt's
Sports Information Department and the CN Spor ts Staff
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don't make a one-two combinacussion against the Muskies.
Ironically, with the exception tion on theall -OAC team. They've
of the Mount Union game, lnsana just been great all season long and
has come backfromeach of those besides Sean, PJ's been able to go
setbacks and played reasonably to Brian [Ash! at times and Tom
Telesco who had a great game towelL
W ithjCU up 3-0 in the second day 1t was a fine performance all
quarter, Jnsanacame back into the around for the entire offense."
Williams, who caught eight
game and on his second play, fired
an eight yard pass over the middle passes for 152 yards, set a new JCU
record for most receiving yards in
to Sean Williams who turned it
mto a 66-yard touchdown. Those a season, wah 828,breaking Hank
66 yards were enough to give Durica's record of 738 set in 1989
lnsa n a 4,164 yards and the all- Williams also broke Dan Carroll's
time ]CU passing mark, surpass- 1Q71 record of nine touchdown reing Larry Wanke who threw for ceptions in a season. Williams
caught three on Saturday raising
3,980 yards from 1989-90.
"Maybe l need to get hit in the his season total to 12.
"He [Durical was here when 1
head before each game," lnsana
was a freshman ," Williams said.
joked afterwards.
Head Coac h Torry DeCarlosaid, "He was one of the guys to look up
"It would really be a shame if these to. lt's a privilege for me [to break
two guys llnsana and Williams] his record!."

1Sophomore!Nicki Hewald
has given us great play all season from the backcourt and
Uunior) Dawn Ebinger has
v.orked her ~ off to provide
~1-aroun.d" ~yon the
~said Weitbrecht. "'ur
twofreshmen!Pamjimisonand
Lori. Hammer) have hung in aU

season. They: havebeen our rul
bright spotS that the whole
team i:an CQWtt on.•
While the Streaks would
like to make their second

Weitbrecht sees her team coming together at the right time.
"Wt.-wue able to keep Capt~
tal fromestabUshing cohsistent
play allafternoon.l was pleased
withoureffort,•saidWettbn:cht
"Now that weare healthy, weare
becoming more confident"
Weitbrecht has had to deal
with the loss of three of her se·
niors, Kathy Frickman, Stacey

Mullally.andleslieMahLatdifferent points during the season.
Despite the teams health problems, the Lady Streaks, 28-6
overall and 7-2 in the OAC, are
currently fourth in the NCAA
Division Ill Midwest Region.
Weitbrecht credits the play o£
her underclass playtts.

toone game at a time.
"I told the girls that we have
to focus on Friday. Since we are
thedefendingchamps,allof the
teams will be gunning for us,"
saidWeitbreCbt "Just like in the
NCAA basketball tournament,
the semifinal games are sometimes the best games. We expect a dog fight with any of the
teams that we play. But our focus is first on Friday."
The Streaks, the defending
OAC champions, will face
Muskingum who defeated
Baldwin-Wallacelnfivegames.
johnCarrollbeatB-WiastW~:ek

11-15, l5·l3. 15-13, 15-7. If the
Streaks win on Friday, they will

be on a eolllsion course with
ONU, who they have played in
the last two OAC Tourneys.

321-3755

Metal, Rock,
Comic Books, T-Shirts

John McGinty
Staff Reporter
Dominat ion is the name of the
game as theJCU swimming and
diving teams are preparing to attain yet a nother Oh io Athle tic
Confere nce crown.
Thei r record s attest to this
dominance as the men's team is
shooting for its six th con secutive
title in the OAC
With five ti tles in theOACand
fo ur in the President's Athletic
Conference, the Lady Blue Streak's
areaimingfor their temhconsecutive title overalL
Ne ither of the two teams has
ever lost theOACcrown si nce joining the confere nce in 1989.
This year. the Streaks should
be even stronger. Sophomore diver
Frank D'Angelo, who won the 1-

The game also featured a key
play by the Blue Streaks' special
teams una led by sophomore Dan
Bans ley. With John Carroll leading 20-3 in the second quarter, the
Muskies lined up for a punt on
their own 15. However, Bansley
crashed through the line and
blocked Bruce Lanmng's punt The
alert Bans ley fell on the loose ball
10 the end zone
"Special teams is our main pri
ority to start practice," Bansley
said, "Coach [Arch] Tunnell does a
great job [getting us ready I. l was
able to get t hrough and block it."
DeCarlo noted thesigmficance
of the play;"lt was a big factor. Last
year it was 20-3 at halftime and
they came back and gave us headaches. They just didn't have the
impa t players [to do that agam]"
Th is Saturday the Blue Streaks

(7-l, 6-lln OAC) host the dangerous Hiram Ter ners ( 4-4, 3-4) tn a
1:30 p.m. game at Wasmer Field.
Two weeks ago the Terriers threw
a scare into undefeated BaldwinWallace as they led the Yellow
Jackets 10-9 early in the fourth
quarter before succumbing 23-10.
''The last few years Htram has
brought in a lot of talented athletes," DeCarlo said. "It's a nvalry
with them not bemg too far away
I just don't anticipate we're going
to have a whole lot of trouble getting our kids up for the Htram
game."
The Gridders will attempt to
avenge a 0-6 losmg streak at
Baldwin-Wallace's Finney Stadium next week. They have not
won since the stadium was constructed in 197L The game 1s at
!'JO p.m., Saturday the NovJ2.

Injury ridden runners ready
to rebound for NCAA's

V-ball seeks OAC tourney
crown and NCAA bid

Jam ie Barbour finished 49th with finished 24th with times of 20:41
respective t imes of 28:04 and and 20:46respectively.
Sophomore Amy Fenske w ho
28:06. Coach Stupica stated that
his team's per formance is mislead- hadjCU's second best fin ish with
a time of 20:25, n ineteenth overing by the statistics.
"The team ran the best they had a ll , sa id t hat li ke the men, the
all yea r," Stupica re marked. "Ev- wome n ra n very well personally.
"We all ran pretty much our beoa
eryone had perso nal records."
The wome n los t runners to races," she recalls.
This Saturday, November 5, is
te nd o nit is, a nkle injuries, and
mono, and only six women ran. the Kent State Open where the
But that didn't stop those injured runners ca n gauge themselves
against Division I competition.
from helping their team.
Se nior Da ni e\\e Sluga [imsh ed Th e teams look at the m ee t as a
injuri es.
.
pr
Witll some runnerS namperta In 19'.37, good enough for sewnth c:om ·a on 'Y' twit
by injuries, the men's team fin- placeoverall. Sherecallsthatcriti- sure. Stuplca calls it a "rune up,'
ished th e d ay in ei g hth place. cal point in the race when she fel t and both teams will use Jt to keep
in meet shape during their rest
Otterbein ran to the first place fin - like slowing-down.
period. Also the extra time will
"To
hear
my
teammates
yelling
ish followed closel y by Mount
fo r me; said Sluga. "I picked it up give the nagging i njuries a ch ance
Union in second.
Acco rdin g to Coach Don agai n." And she ran to her third to heaL
Sluga looks at Kent in a defi Stupica the j CU finish doesn't in- top te n finish in her career.
Overall, the JCU women fi n- nite positive light, "This ts a great
dicate the team's efforts or how
ished fifth beh ind first place opportuni ty to lower your times
close the meet actual! y was.
Ba
ldwin Wallace and second place and ge t co nfid en ce fo r the
"We had a very balanced conhosts,
Ohio Northe rn. The first Regionals: she sa id.
ference this year," he said . "In the
Both teams look forward to the
final sta ndings of the conference place individual honors belonged
meet, the fou rth through eighth to Baldwin Wall ace 's Sh awn NCAA Region als meet in two
place tea ms are interchangeable Conley who fini shed in 18:54. For weeks at Anderson College in Inj CU, sophomore Jodi Boita fi n- dianapolis, Indi ana on November
" on an y given weekend ."
Finishing first overall was Eu- is hed 23rd and seniorTish Kanaga 12.
gene Korn ui la from Mount Unio n
wi th a tim e of 25:30,andjCU'stop
finishe r was sopho mo re Dave
Frattare w ho upped his 1993 fi nish of 35th overall to 22nd with a
time of 27:05. Se nior Jason Lehrer
fin is hed 4 7th a nd sop homore
Jonathan Kase
Staff Reporter
On Saturday October 30, the
men's and women's cross coun try
teams travelled to Ohio Northern
University for the Ohio Athletic
Confere nce c hampionship races.
The flat course looping around the
ONU campus and sunny, 60 degree weather should have made
nearly ideal running conditions.
Howe ver, both th e men's a nd
women's teams were hampered by
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Swimming strokes for OAC crown
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O'Donnell recorded a ream-high 13
tack les agains t Muski ngum last
Saw rd ay in rhe Stre ak's 33-3 win
over the Muskies at Wasmer Fie ld.
Five of those tackles rook place
behind the li ne of scrimmage. Two
we re solo sacks fo r minus-25 yards
He asststed on a third sack, as welL
The sophomore outside linebacker
earned OAC Defens1ve Player of the
Week for his efforts

Erik Boland
Staff Reporter
For john Car roll quarterback
PJ lnsana, home has been anything but sweet. And, in fact,
Wasmer Field has bee n his own
personal house of pain.
lnsana was knocked out of his
fourth consecutive home game,
only to return and lead the Blue
Streaks to victory, this time agamst
the overmatched Muskingum
Muskies 33-3last Satu rday.
Look at lnsana 's injuries from
h is l ast four home games. Te n
st itches w his chin against
Marietta on Sept 10, bruised ribs
vs. Mount Unio n on Oct. l, a broken nose vs. Heidelberg on Oct. 8.
Then on Saturday, he reopened the
gash on h is chin, which had to be
shored up with seven mo re
stitches, and suffered a slight con-

Mart Canning. a senior cornerback and return specialist, returned three pUnts for 47 yards against the Muskies.

Be Giants

Hahn, the captam serrior sweepe r,
started m all 74 regular season Blue
Streak soccer games in his four seasons, hel ping gu1de them to three
consecutive OAC titles ('91-'93) and
the team to 57 VICtories. Hah n has
been rewarded by the OAC with fi rst
team honors m 1994. The Streaks
never suffered a defeat at Wasmer
field dunng Hahn's career at Carroll

lnsana overcomes injuries to become JCU's all-time leading passer

Strong Safety Chris Cochran nabbed two interceptions against
Muskingum Saturday, upping his season total to four and his career
total to eight, most among active players.

Sophomore kicker jason Goldberg spilt the uprights two more
times this past weekend against Muskingum with field goals for 27
and 35 yards to become 10 of 12 for the season. .

11

Gridders drown Muskies, 33-3

Sen iors Stacey Mullall y, first in kills per game (5.10), leslie
Mahl,second i n assists per game (9.02), andKath y Frick man, third
in digs per game ( 4.11) are among the OACs volleyball sta tistical
leaders entering the league's post-season tourna ment.J unior Dawn
Ebinger is tied for seventh in digs per game (3 41) in the OAC, as
well.

InadditiontobreakingtheCarrollrecordformostyardspassing
inacareer(4,161),seniorquarterbackPJ- Insana also set the record
for total offensive yards in a career with 4,813, making him a likely
candidate to become the Cirst offensive player to chalk-up OYer
5,000 yards in total offense in school history

SPORTS
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meter and 3-meter sprin gboard
compe titio n at last year's OAC
meet, shou ld help compensatefo r
the loss of All -America n Sea n
Flah erty, wh o graduated in the
Spring.
The women divers lost Lisa
Lomba rdi, a fi rstand second place
fi n is h er in th e 1 a nd 3-me ter
spri ngboa rd, respectively, at the
OACs last year, but still expect to
be stro ng.
Two sw immers, La ura Gerken
and Rosaly n Va lennno,are studying abroad th is semester, but will
return fo r the second se mester
sc h edul e a nd t he con ference
cha mpionsh ips.
Coac h Lenha rt said o bvio us
goals this season are 10 win the
OAC, as well as to finish high at
the Natio nal Invitational.

"We have the talent," Lenhart
said. "A nd with bard work day-in
and day-out, we wi ll contin ue to
do well ,both as individuaisand as
a tea m."
The Blue Streaks are guided by
co-captain s Eric Rapp and jim
Petkunas. The captai ns of the
Lady St reak's are Ashley Ma urer,
Sara h Mitc hell . a nd Ma r ia
Montalbano.
The swim team will ope n its
regula r season at Gro11e City College on November 12, w here they
will swim again st host Carnegie
Mellon.
Key meets for the Bl ue Streaks
this year includeeventsat Allegheny, w here t hey will face some top
schools in Division Ill , arrd the
National Catholtc Invitational at
the Un1versny of Notre Dame
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Collllllitlllent to hard work: a key for success at RPM
JOnlY of t he~ JC.:l(UISlliOllS have
St aff Repor ter
been for debt
After nc.nly a h;tlr-ccntury of
RPM, however, has haiH.lled
c~)llSC ·ut ivc p,row t h .md -t5 pl.trlls
many of their ,tcquisJ!lons differ1n on h A mcrtC<I •md F. urope.~v ent!>' th an most ot her compan1es.
eral ba.,Jc bus1ncss stralegJes rc- "We move very qwckly w come
tn:.tlll.lll hc heart
up wllh a pu rof RP M. Inc.'s
chase agreeme nt
"You have
success
whtch IS acceptTho mas
able to both
Sulltva n, ch1ef enjoy what
s1dcs."
said
exec utive officer
Sull iva n.
of RPM, says the you're doing, or
RPM has premost 11n pona Ill
empted the bidsrra tcg1es In- you're not going
ding process by
cl ude pe rsis1ence
negotia ting and
making th eir ofand fi rmness in
to work hard.,
bus iness dea lfer prior w genings,l ess bureauThomas C. Sullivan era! auc tio ning.
cracy. and perThe sell er then
haps the most
has two hours to
obvious thing: pride and commit- acceptorrejecttheoffer. Thisbenment to hard work.
elits RPM. because as a small com"You have to enjoy what you're pany, they are able to convince the
doing , or you're not going to work seller that RPM offers the best deal.
hard." said Sullivan last Thursday RPM has purchased six compaat the Mellen Series. Sullivan is nies this way.
the twentieth speaker since the
"No one wants to admit they
series' inception in the fall of 1985. [the companies] are for sale." said
Sullivan's presentat io n con - Sullivan. RPM wants to "prove to
sisted mostly of anecdotes from the people that they're at a place
his 33 year career with Medina- that's not going to gut their facilibased RPM. Inc., because "it's in ties" and jobs and company authe history that lessons are made." tonomy will be secure.
The company was founded by
For Sullivan, and his father beSullivan's father, Frank C. Sullivan, fore him, good employees have
in l974,andSullivan himself joined beenthekeytomaintainingRPM's
as a divisional Sales Manager in continued success.
1961. By 1963, he was vice presi"It doesn't take a genius to figdent of the company, as well as a ureout...thedifferencebetweensucmemberofthe Boardof Directors. cess and failure is people." he said.
About half of RPM's growth
It wasa lwaysa policy of Frank
comes from acquisitions of ot her Sullivan to get good people and to
companies, Sullivan said.
create an atm osphere in which to
According to Sullivan, the ma - keep t hem, he sa id.
Kelly Dick

to

To be able to keep these good
people as part of the1r existmg
management, sa1d ~ullivan, IS "a
better record than any financial
record we could ta lk about·
RPM's success can also be attnbuted to a lack of bureaucracy
and "red !ape" There are only 30
people who work at the corporate
office b uild ing. and RPM has lO
people on the Boa rd of Directors.
Only one layer of ma nageme nt
exists between the chair man a nd
the ope rati ng managers. Sulliva n
sa id
JCU Professor of finance, Raj
Aggar wa l, co mmen ted on t his
unique aspect of RPM , whi ch al-

lows for both more d1rect tnrerac uonof management and lower costs
"RPM remmds me of those
As1an compa mes whtc h weres uccessful," said Aggarwa l, adding
that such bureaucracy was 1he key
cl iffe rence between Asian and
America n com panies.
There is a strong sense of tradition wi thin RPM as well, Sulliva n
said.
"The most important aspect of
the 90s is to cont in ue to 'work the
plan' ...a new ma nage ment term
which ca n take RPM into the new
century," said Sullivan , of a philosophy built on dedication to one
spec ific goal. "If in your personal

life tt 's boring, In your business Iife
it's consistency If there is a hallmark for RPM, it is consistency."
That consiste ncy includes staying with marke ts wnh which the
compa ny IS fami liar, as well as
lea r m ng from pas t mis takes,
Sullivan said.
Sullivan cred ns much of h1s
own success to his me ntors. "I've
been blessed in my business life
by having so me good people
around me." he sa id.
Good com m unicauon ski lis are
esse nti al for any student wi shing
to enter business, said Sullivan.
"And a good liberalanseduca tion
never hurt anyone."

AT&T Challengers benefit from bullish market
Ke¥1n Bachman

Mary Myers
The Carroll News
ln October, the Dow Jones Industrial Average showed an overall gain , and The Carroll News
portfolios in the AT&T Stock Challenge have reflected the success of
the market as a whole.
In the two Carroll News accounts,the investors used verydifferent strategies, but were able to
achieve a net gain in both.
In one account, The Carroll
News invested heavily in technological and Fortune 500 companies.
The Carroll News pi cked some
of the larger stocks that are part of
the Dow jones Industrial Average.
as opposed to the smaller, riskier
stocks, which have the potential
for rapid growth and losses.
As of the close on Friday. Octo-

ber 28, the stocks in this account
that experienced the most growth
were Compaq, which reached a 52
week h igh on Friday, HewlettPackard, IBM, Am erica Online,
Microsoft, Intel, and Motorola.
Since0ctoberl7, when the stocks
were purchased, these seven stocks
have gained an average of 5.125
poinrs.
The big loser from this portfolio is Xerox, which dropped from
111.5 points to 103.75.
Other companies in this portfolio which showed little change
are Disney, Eastman Kodak, Ford
Motor Company, and Chrysler.
The other Carroll News portfolio was less diverse, but showed
gains in every purchase. Along
with Compaq, Texas Instruments
posted a large profit, going from
68.25 points on October 18 to 75
poin ts as of Friday's close.

This portfolio has gained a total of $30,863.75, a change of 6.17
percent.
The stocks that were purchased
in this portfolio were purchased
in a less scientific manner than
the first account.
The Carro11News bought Texas
Instruments assuming the coming Christmas season would result in increased sales.
Diebold was added to this portfolio after Edgar Petersen, vice
president of Diebold Inc. spoke on
campus,and because Patricia Hall,
John Carroll professor of marketing, discussed Proctor & Gamble
often in Marketing 301, The Carrol! New s purchased 500 shares of
this stock.
However, even with diffe rent
investing strategies, both accounts
have been very profitable due to
the overall gain in the market
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JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY &
BOSTON CHICKEN
Boston Chicken is opening its newest restaurant in University Heights. The
restaurant is located at 2184 WARRENSVILLE CENTER ROAD. The
location of the restaurant is very convenient for J.C.U. students as a dining
option and more importantly to some students as a· place of employment.
Boston Chicken offers a flexible work schedule that will fit your busy class
and activity schedule. Whether you are looking for I0 to 25 hours there
may be an opening for you. Your work schedule can be designed to match
your friend's or roommate's schedule.
Starting wage is $4.50 for most positions.
If you have restaurant experience there may be positions
open at higher starting rates!
Go get your roommate and friends and visit our temporary site at 13984
Cedar Road to apply today. Training starts November I, 1994.
FLEXIBLE. SCHEDULE. • WORK CLOSE. TO CAMPUS
HAVE. FUN • MAKE A LITTLE. MONE.Y
• WORK WITH YOUR FRIENDS OR ROOMMATES ON THE. SAME. SHIFT •
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[lolnmentary
Self Help For Parents
My Dad is a great guy. He 's one of the most caring,
thoughtful individuals you will ever meet. And with a masters
degree in education. he obviously knows a thing or two about
how the world works. Unfortunately though, he has a problem
that the family doesn't talk about.
Regrettably, my father is technologically-impaired. He
won't admit it, but it's true.
The man couldn't program a VCR to save his life. He's
convinced that "E-Mail" is something that you get at the post
office. The mention of the phrase "word-processor" sends
the poor fellow running, escaping back to the comfort of his
black, ornate typewriter, reminiscent of those in "Barney
Miller."
On several occasions, I've
tried t o sit down with m father.
the man wt1t>
'hoW to
ride a bike and how to behave in
public, and calmly explain some
of the simpler po ints of technology. We go through step-bystep the procedure to hook up
the VCR, the process for recording a message on the answering
machine and hosts of other
everyday activities. He just can't
get it. 1 think part of his mentality states that if you can't put a
wrench on it or hammer a nail
through it, then the object is beyond comprehension:
This mentality,! believe, pervades many adult m1nds
nowadays. Most households today abound in various sorts
of high-tech equipment. Families possess things like video
cameras, digital stereos, cellular phones and computer
watches. But most of these items usually stt off 1n the
family room under a nicely pressed dust cover, and maybe
once in a while Mom or Dad will venture over, try to f1gure the
gadget out, eventually give up and throw his/her hands up in
despair.
Then what happens next is the worst part. The parent
implores the child to fix the whimsical gadget. The mother
lays a guilt trip on the unsuspecting youth, "Oh I fed and
clothed you for 18 years, the least you can do is set that
stupid clock on the microwave for your poor mother," she
exclaims. The child concedes and fixes the item, and the
parent invariably says, "But I tried that!"
Young people may not realize it, but by giving in to a
parent's guilt trip in these situations, they perpetuate the
technological handicaps of adults. They deprive them of .
their opportunity to navigate their way through the mechantcal barrage that covers the world today. The best thing to
do is just advise them, "Take your time, think about where
this cord goes and where that one goes. Don:t feel that ~he
machine will break down if you don't program 1t or 1nstalltt
correctly the first time. Every machine has a reset button.
Most importantly, remember that th1s machtne wa~ ~est~ned
by a person to be used by a person, and therefore It s gomg
to try to make your job as easy as possible."
Young people need to help their parents in this matter
as best they can for one day they themselves may ask their
young children, uson, why doesn't this darn jet -pack work?"

o~r01

Take them all away
In the past, people have died to bring us wha t right s we have today. Our Consti tution
stands as a monument to those who roiled over the centuries to give us the right to speak
our minds and live without official censorship.
It isdisturbingtha.t TheCarrollNews received only two letters totheeditor about the
censorship that Assistant to the President W . D. Bookwalter applied to the 1993-94
yearbook last month. Both of these letters, published this week, supported Bo? ~wa.lter's
actions. More disturbing though, staff of the yearbook has apparently let thlS metdent
.
. .
slip by with little question .
While the Forum page of The Carroll News is not the most rehable md1cator of
public opinion, nor is the staff of the yearbook the most politically acti:e .group on
campus, both of these entities should have been more mvolved wtth this 1ssue that
touches students and fac ulty alike.
uc1 t
j
rroll Universil we osse s wd\-ddi.ned ri 'bts ac orchn~ to
the Student Handbook When a university officiaT gnoreS thoserfghrs,sru enrsshou1d
be concerned with the suspension, maybe not as direct participants i~ the n:auer bur.as
shareholders in a common set of rights. The right to publish matenals without pnor
restraint is one of the f unda mentalla ws that allows our country to maintain a degree of
liberty and freedom.
The letters to the editor this week state that the quotes that were deleted from the
yearbook were embarrassing to the University, and as such, deserve to.be.removed from
the book. We find that the most embarrassing aspect of this censorship tssue, however,
is the conduct of the university administrator who blatantly violated the rights that he
claimed to guarantee in a handbook of his own design. . .
.
Some people may feel that this issue is somewhat tnv1al an~ not deservmg of rhe
attention it has received, but such apathy is clearly fatal. If admmistrators decide that
students will not criticize their actions for incidents like this, they will in the future be
more likely to restrict those same rights again
The administration has attempted to stifle our speech before, but we foug~t and t~e
signs hang in the Atrium today because of it. The Student Union bat:les the ehte of this
University daily, attempting to attain rights the students deserve. Rtghts we do not yet
have.
But what about the rights we already have? Do those matter?
.
Students at john Carroll University are guaranteed rights f rom the ftrst day they
register for classes. As students of this institution, w~ h~ve an obligation to stand up for
what we deserve- what is rightfully ours. The admmistranon has" no regard f~r those
rights. We must. The issue is not about a few words that "embarrass the umverslty. The
issue is about our rights.
If we don't stick up for our rights, no one will.

h

I

t

S

and

misses

HIT: The new Ride Board by the Student Union of£ice; what a great way to share an
expense. MISS: Father Lavelle's rejection of the proposed expansiOns of the vts~tanon
policy; and administrators wonder why people move off campus. HIT: ~he Fnday
afternoon music in the Atrium. Give these people a hsten somenme, they re pretty
good MISS: The coconut cream pie thrown on the bust of Archbishop john Carroll
on the Quad; hello, respect? HIT: The slick schedule books for spnng semester: the
other comic book look-a likes were getting old. MISS: The absence of flu shots m the
Health Center; what will protect us from the flu this year?
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Cointnitment to hard work: a key for success at RPM
prity of these acquisitions have
been for debt
Staff Reporter
RPM. however. has handled
r\lrer nc.uly .1 hal l century of
consccutl\ c growth Jnd -+5 pia nts m;~ny of their ;~cqulsluons dlfrer111 onh Amcnc.t and Europe.scv- cntly than most othercompan1es
"We move very quick ly to come
eral bas1c bus iness strateg1es rc
up w ith a purmain Jt the heart
chase agreeme nt
of RP I\1 . Inc·,
have to
which is acceptsuccess.
able to bQ[h
Thomas C.
enjoy what
said
s1dcs,"
Su lli va n. ch 1ef
Sulltvan
execum •c off1ce r
RPM has preof RPM, says the
you're doing, or
empted the bidmos t Important
s tr a tegies lnyou're not going ding process by
negoti atmg and
cl ude persis tc nee
mak ing their ofand fir mness in
to work hard.,
fer pri or to gen busi ne ss dea lings. less bureauThomas C. Sullivan era I a uct ion ing.
Th e sell er then
c racy, and pe rhas two hours to
ha p s t he m ost
obv 1ous thing: pride and commit- acceptorrejec tt heoffer. This benefi ts RPM, becauseasasm all com ment to hard work.
"You have 10 enjoy what you're pany, they are able to convince the
dom g ,or you're not going to work seller thatRPMoffersthe best dea L
hard ," said Sul11va n la st Thursday RPM has purchased six compa at the Mellen Series. Sullivan is nies this way.
"No one wants to admit they
the twentieth speake r since the
series' inception in thefall of 1985. lthe companies! are for sale," said
Sulli van 's pre s ent a tion con- Sull iva n. RPM wants to "prove to
sisted mos cl y of anecdotes from the people that they're at a place
his 33 year career with Medina - that's not going to gut their facili based RPM , Inc., b ecause "i t's in ties" a nd jobs and company authe history that lessons are made." tonomy wi 11 be secure.
For Sullivan, and his father beT he company was founded by
Sullivan's fa ther, Frank C Sullivan , fore him , good employees have
in 1974,and Sulliva n htmself joined been the key to maintaining RPM 's
as a divisional Sales Manager in continued success.
1961. By 1963. he w as vice presi "It doesn't take a genius to figdent of the company, as well as a ureout...the difference between sucmembe r of the Board of Di rectors. cess and failure is people," he said.
A bout h a lf of RPM 's growth
!twas always a policy of Frank
com es from a qw s itions of other Sullivan to get good people and to
create an atmosphere in wh ic h to
compa n ies, Sullivan said.
Accord i n g to Sulliva n, the rna- keep them, he said.
Kelly Dick
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ro be able to keep these good
people a~ part of thetr exist ing
management, sa1d Sullivan, 1s "a
better record than any Iinancial
record we could ta Ik about"
RPM's success can also be attributed to a lack of bureaucracy
and "red tape." There are only 30
people who work at the corporate
office building, and RPM has 10
people on the Board of Dtrecrors.
Only one layer of management
ex ists between the chairman and
the operating managers. Sulliva n
said.
JCU Professor of fi nance, Raj
Agga rwa l, com me nted on th is
unique aspect of RPM, which al -

lows for both more d1rect lllteract•onof management and lowercosts.
"RPM reminds me of those
Asian com panics wh1ch weresuccessful,'' said Aggarwal, addmg
that such bureaucracy wast he key
diffe rence bet ween As san and
Amencan companies.
There is a strong sense of tradition with in RPMasweli,Sullivan
said.
"The most important aspect of
the 90s 1s to con tinue to 'work the
pla n' ...a new manage ment term
which ca n take RPM in to the new
century," said Sull ivan, of a ph ilosop hy buil t on ded ication toone
specifJC goal. "If in your personal

life n's boring, In your business Iife
it's consistency If there 1s a hallmark for RPM, it is consistency."
That consistency includesstaymg wnh markets w1th which the
company is familiar, as well as
learning from past mistakes,
Sullivan sa id.
Sullivan credits much of his
own success 10 his mentors. "I've
been blessed in my business life
by hav ing so me good peo ple
around me," he sa1d.
Good com mun ication ski lls a re
essenti al for a ny student wishing
to enter business, sa id Sull ivan.
"And a good libera l arts educa tion
never hurt anyone."

AT&T Challengers benefit from bullish market
Kevin Bachman
Mary Myers
The Carroll News

In October, the Dow Jones Indust rial Average showed an overall gain, and The Carroll News
portfolios in the AT&T Stock Chal lenge have reflected the success of
the market as a whole.
In the two Carroll News accounts, the investors used veryd ifferent strategies, but were able to
achieve a net ga in in both.
In one account, The Carroll
News invested heavily in technological and Fortune 500 compa nies.
The Carroll News picked some
of the larger stocks that are part of
the Dow Jones Industrial Average,
as opposed to the smaller, riskier
stocks, wh ich have the potential
for rapid grow th a nd losses.
As of the close on Friday, Oc to-

ber 28, the stocks in this account
that experienced the most growth
were Compaq, which reached a 52
week h igh on Friday, Hewle ttPackard, IBM, America Online,
Microsoft, Intel, and Motorola.
Since October 17, when the stocks
were purchased,theseseven stocks
have gained an average of 5.125
points.
The big loser from this portfolio is Xerox, which dropped from
111.5 points to 103.75.
Other companies in th is portfolio which showed little change
are Disney, Eastman Kodak , Ford
Motor Company, and Chrysler.
The other Carroll News portfolio was less diverse, but showed
gains in every purchase. Along
with Compaq, Texas Instruments
posted a large profit, going from
68.25 points on Oc tober 18 to 75
points as of Friday's close.

This portfolio has gained a total of $30,863.75, a change of 6.17
pe rcent.
The stocks that were purchased
in this portfolio were purchased
in a less scientific manner than
the first account.
The Carroll News bought Texas
Instruments assuming the com ing Christmas season would result in increased sales.
Diebold was added to this portfolio after Edgar Pe tersen, vice
president of Diebold Inc. spoke on
campus, and because Patricia Hall,
John Carroll professor of marketing, discussed Proctor & Gamble
often in Marketing 301, The Carroll News purchased 500 shares of
this stock.
However, even with different
in vestingstrategies, both accounts
have been very profitable due to
the over all gain in the marker.
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JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY &
BOSTON CHICKEN
Boston Chicken is opening its newest restaurant in University Heights.The
restaurant is located at 2184 WARRENSVILLE CENTER ROAD. The
location of the restaurant is very convenient for J.C.U. students as a dining
option and more importantly to some students as a· place of employment.
Boston Chicken offers a flexible work schedule that will fit your busy class
and activity schedule. Whether you are looking for I0 to 25 hours there
may be an opening for you. Your work schedule can be designed to match
your friend's or roommate's schedule.
Starting wage is $4.50 for most positions.
If you have restaurant experience there may be positions
open at higher starting rates!
Go get your roommate and friends and visit our temporary site at I 3984
Cedar Road to apply today. Training starts November I, 1994.
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE • WORK CLOSE TO CAMPUS
HAVE FUN • MAKE A LITTLE MONEY
• WORK WITH YOUR FRIENDS OR ROOMMATES ON THE SAME SHIFT •
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[ioffimentary
Self Help For Parents
My Dad is a great guy. He's one of the most caring,
thoughtful individuals you will ever meet. And with a masters
degree in education, he obviously knows a thing or t wo about
how the world works. Unfortunately though, he has a problem
that the family doesn't talk about.
Regrettably, my father is technologically-impaired. He
won't admit it, but it's true.
The man couldn't program a VCR to save his life. He's
convinced that "E-Mail" is something that you get at the post
office. The mention of the phrase "word-processor" sends
the poor fellow running, escaping back to the comfort of his
black. ornate typewriter, reminiscent of those in "Barney
Miller."
On several occasions, I've
t ried to sit down with m father,
the man wHO
to
ride a bike and how to behave in
public, and calmly explain some
of the s impler points of technology. We go through step-bystep the procedure to hook up
the VCR , the process for record ·
ing a message on the answering
machine and hosts of other
everyday activit ies. He just can't
get it. I think part of his mentality states that if you can't put a
wrench on it or hammer a nail
through it, then the object is beyond comprehension:
This mentality, I believe, pervades many adult minds
nowadays. Most households today abound in various sorts
of high-tech equipment. Families possess things like video
cameras, digital stereos, cellular phones and computer
watches. But most of these items usua lly sit off in the
family room under a nice ly pressed dust cover, and maybe
once in a whil e Mom or Dad will venture over, try to figure the
gadget out, event ually give up and throw his/herhands up in
despair.
Then what happens next is the worst part. The parent
implores the child to fix the whimsical gadget. The mother
lays a guilt trip on the unsuspecting youth, "Oh I fed and
clothed you for 18 years, the least you can do is set that
stupid clock on the microwave for your poor mother," she
exclaims. The child concedes and fixes the item, and the
parent invariably says, "But I tried that!"
Young people may not realize it, but by giving in to a
parent's guilt trip in these situations, they perpetuate the
technological handicaps of adults . They deprive them of _
their opportunity to navigate their way through the mechanical barrage that covers the world today. The best thing to
do is just advise them, "Take your time, think about where
this cord goes and where that one goes. Don't feel that the
machine will break down if you don't program it or install it
correctly the first time. Every machine has a reset button.
Most importantly, remember that this machine was designed
by a person to be used by a person, and therefore it's going
to try to make your job as easy as possible."
Young people need to help their parents in this matter
as best they can for one day they themselves may ask their
young children, "Son, why doesn't this darn jet-pack work?"

D~rD1

Take them all away
In the past, people have died to bring us what righ ts we have today. Our Constitution
stands as a monume nt ro those who toiled over t he centuries to give us the right to speak
our minds and live without official censorship.
Iris disturbing that The Carroll News received only two letters to the editor about the
censorship that Assistant to the President W. D. Bookwalter applied tO the 1993-94
yearbook last month. Both of these letters, published this week, supported Book walter's
actions. More disturbing though, staff of the yearbook has apparently let th1s mc1dem
.
. .
slip by with little question.
While the Forum page of The Carroll News is not the most rehable mdtcator of
public opinion, nor is the staff of the yearbook the most politicall y active _group on
campus, both of these entities should have been more involved wtth th1s 1ssue that
touches students and facult y alike.
stud..e ts
n rroll Universit we ssess well ddined ri 'hts accorchng, to
theSrudentHandbook. When a university6fficia gnoresrhoserighrs,srudentsshould
be concerned with the suspension, maybe not as direct part~cipams in the ~atter but.as
shareholders in a common set of rights. The right to pubhsh matenals Without pn or
restraint is one of the fundamentalla ws that allows our country w maintain a degree of
liberty and freedom.
The letters to the editor this week state that the quotes that were deleted from the
yearbook were embarrassing to the University, and as such: deserve ro_be_removed from
the book We find that the most embarrassing aspect of this censorship Issue, however.
is the conduct of the university administrator who blatantly violated the rights that he
claimed to guarantee in a handbook of his own design. _ .
.
Some people may feel that this issue is somewhat mv1al and not deservmg of the
attention it has received, but such apathy is clearly fatal. If administrators deode that
students will not criticize their actions for incidents like this, they will in the f urure be
more likely to restrict those same rights again.
The administration has attempted to stifle our speech before, but we foug~t and the
signs hang in the Atrium today bec~use of it. The Student Union battles the ehte of th1s
University daily, attempting to attam nghts the students deserve. R1ghts we do nm yet
have.
But what about the rights we already have? Do those ~ aner 7
_
Students at john Carroll University are guaranteed nghts fr om the first day they
register for classes As students of this institution, we h~ ve an obligation to stand up for
what we deserve- what is rightfully ours. The admmistrauon has,no regard for those
rights. We must. The issue is not about a few words that "embarrass the umverstty. The
issue is about our rights.
If we don't stick up for our rights, no one will.

hit s

and

misses

HIT: The new Ride Board by the Student Union office; what a gr~at way to sha~e a?
expense. MISS: Father Lavelle's rejection of the proposed expansiOns o~ the v1s~tauon
policy; and administrators wonder why people move off camp~s- HIT. ~he Fnday
afternoon music in the Atrium. G1ve these people a hsten sometime, they re pretty
good. MISS: The coconut cream pie thrown on the bust of Archbishop john Carroll
on the Quad; hello, respect? HIT: The slick schedule books for spnng semester~ the
other comic book look-alikes were getting old. MISS: The absence of flu shots m the
Health Center; what will protect us from the flu this year 7
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letters to the editor
Senior expresses frustration with
lack of student involvement in the
choosing of commencement speaker
To the Editor:
"Some opinions matter more than others," said a nineteenth century sa tirist
Nowhere is this more true than here at our own university The fact of the matte r is tha t the school absolutely
refuses to recognize any student input except that which 1l
already agrees with. As students, we have very little control over those decisions which affect us most directly.
Sure, we are permitted to panic1pate m superficial endeavors and projects, but how much real consideration does the
university actually gram to such student activities?
The Student Union is the voice of our school, and as
such, this body has the most pull with the administration.
Yet even here, it seems that when the views of the Student
Union. and hence, those of the student body, are in conflict
with those of the administra tion, the stud em opinions are
quickly dismissed by the university as impractical and
unrealistic.
_ ....
The process of choosmg a commencement speaker for
graduation is a perfect example of this. (Although, "process" may be a misnomer here. The selection of a graduation speaker is more like an appointment from a totalitarian ruler).
For our four years of service and dedication to the school
we are presented with Wayne Embry Regarding this process of appointment, Fr. Lavelle was quoted as saying, "l! 's
frustrating to me."
Well Father, it is frustrating to us to beforced to sir and
listen to a speaker whom we had absolutely no input in
choosing.
lt is frustrating to realize that even after four years of
commitment to our school, our opinions concerning our
own graduation are neither wanted nor considered. That is
frustrating.
Obviously the requirements for a graduation speaker
are strenuous if the speaker must fall between the categories of "a good person" and "Saddam Hussein," as Fr. Lavelle
stares. At least these requirements eliminate a few leaders
of M1ddle Eastern countries.
Accordmg to Fr. Lavelle, the old process of choosing a
graduation speaker, one which included student involvement, was a "poten tial embarrassment." Since when is iran
embarrassment to involve students in a process of selection which affects them direttly?ll
r-.-,;...--~--erhapstheumversityslioulddcv!atefrom tne middleof -the-road"posmon tt has clung to for too many years now.
lt is time to ta ke a stance and select a speaker who can
actually relate to the needs and interests of the student
body. Fr. Lavelle's interaction with students is minimal at
best, so how could he possibly be expected to select a
speaker who 1s aware of current stude nt issues, especially
when the students are not even permitted to assist him in
that selection?
A univerSity exists to Impart knowledge to its students
while at the same time foste ring their growth and development. More often than not, this commitment demands
"goi ng that extra mile" and striving for the best that ca n
poss1bly be achieved
The commencement speaker selection process has yet
to achieve this level of excellence that is so apparent in

other areas of the universny. In fact , it does nor even come
close
During my years arjohn Carrol l University, one of the
mos·t valuable lessons I have learned is to look beyond the
immediacyof my own environment Th1sschool has taught
me to transcend my localities and reach beyond my limits,
and I am very grateful to have learned this lesson.
However, theselectionof Wayne Embry as a commencement speaker for our graduation clearly illustrates that the
upperadministrationof th1s umversitystill has nm learned
rh 1s lesson. This select ion demonstrates that the university
has yet to transcend its own localities, or even those of its
Board of Trustees.

had a chance to "take back" those words.
The immaturity which isevidentscares me. Iwonder if
their parents found it amusing In ten or twenty years will
they be proud to show their children those yearbooks?
It also offends me that both quotes were from womenI guess we have come a long way, baby - roo long, in thi s
case.

Matthew D. Kemper
Class of 1995

To the Editor
The Writing Center staff and 1 want to correct Liz
Whiteman's descript io n of our services in her report (October 6) on the dedication of the O'Malley Center. While
we're glad tO share proof reading strategies with writers, we
don't provide "help to students who want to have their
stories proof read before turning it in." We won't correct
writers' incorrect grammar and unconventional punctuation, but we will explain principles and discuss with writers ways of correcting errors and clarifying punctuation in
the context of their writing progress.
We feel the worst-case scenario is one in which a passive
writer bri ngs in a paper due in thirty minutes and asks a
consultant to "fix" it. The idea of a university is not that it's
a place where you can br ing in your van, leave it to be
detailed , and pick it up later. Cardinal Newman would roll
over in his grave!
Maybe a definition would help clarify our services:
"collaborate, v.i., to work , one with another; cooperate,
as on a literary work."
The writer is the "author-ity," not the consultant. Like
the 150 writers (including some facu lt y members) who
have visited the center since its opening, we too are writers
who need input from readers at various times dur ing the
writing process.
We encou rage all writers to consult us with all kinds of
wri ting problems, not just proofreading- brainstorming
topics, finding a focus, organizing and developing ideas,
using evidence, clarifying style, developing an appropriate
voice, whatever.
But please don 't wait until the las t mi nute. Drop in or
call ahead, if you li ke, to make sure one of the two consultants a] ways on duty will be available when you need him
or her. And don't forget, this service is free. Where else can
you get a.deaUike that~

Controversy over the censorship of
yearbook quotes focuses on content
Tot he Editor:
After the release of the October 20, 1994 issue of The
Carroll News, I was disturbed LO hear st udents' reactions to
John R. Thorne's article, "University Censors Yearbock."
When discussing Mr. Bookwalter's act ions with students, I
found an extreme anti-admin istra tive sentiment within
their arguments. It was not uncommon for me to hear
comments such as "Bookwalter can burn," or "Fire the jerk."
I do not disagree that Mr. Bookwalter disregarded our
student rights by censoring the yearbock. Clearly, editing
the quotes violated our privilege of a student press free of
censorship. However, before rakingshots at Mr. Bookwalter,
I think students should consider the reasoning behind
what he did.
Do we really want stories about students passing out or
vomiting on each other included in a publication as digni fied as the senior yearbook? According to Mr. Bookwalter,
"the quotes were removed because they were embarrassing
to the university community." 1agree with him that this is
embarrassing not only to our universi ty community, but to
our institution as a whole.
!came a long way toattendjohnCarroll University. But
even as far away as Chicago, it is viewed as an upstanding
un iversity with a quality reputatlon. I feel that students
must take into consideration the fact th at Mr. Bookwalter
was only trying to protect the integrity of john Carroll. He
acted only with our interests in mind, and I thank him for
his concern.

Nicki Plattner
Development Office

Center Director clarifies purpose and
services of Writing Center
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Outcome-based education: a choice for the future
Dwane Mclaughlin
Writer
1 was walking though my living room
one Tuesday evening, when 1glanced at the
television set. The date was October 25,and
the news was on. They were doing a report
on a rally that was held in Col umbus back
on the llth. Most of the people who were
chanting and carrying signs in opposition
were parems. The reason forrhe1r discontentment was a program which would mtroduce a new curriculum into the pubhc
school system The Ohio Stare Board of
Education is trying to implement this controversial program whi ch is referred to as
Outcome-Based Education.
By the way that these parents were so
vehemently against it, 1 thought this program must be so bad that they wouldn't
even consider putting hardened cnmmals
through itl Naturally, curiosity caused me
to stop what I was doing and watch the rest
of the report. To my amazement, the goals
of this new program were farfrom harmful
to the children. ln fact , in the long run, it
seemed kids would benefit from the way
the teaching method is set up. Instead of
just teach ing the basic reading, writing and
arithmetic, self-esteem and self-discipline
are also included. More emphasis is given to
work ing together in groups and to developing better, rriore effic ient communication
skills. Tests are given less impo rtance and
more atte ntion is focused on ove rall learning. New methods of teac hing include more
than one subject bei ng taught at the same
time in a classroom. One more thing is
being ta ught in this program - someth ing
that has not been mandatory fo r the schools
to teach, and that parents seem to have been
having difficulty reaching - va lues! Yes,
tha t's right values.
In short, the curricul urn will treat them
like they are real people not just sc hoolchildren. These are the things they're going to
havetoknowand havea fir mgraspof when
they go out into the world.

Forum

These are more than just academ icskJils, understandtng of subject matter. Therethey are life skills. Why any parent wouldn't fore, n will ca use better performance acawant their children taught this way,l don't demically! You always hear about school
know. What is so horrible about this pro- boardsmakingaspecial program for chilgram 7 I've been saying for years that the dren like this. They've even had pnvate
public school system needs to be restruc- schools made just for them. However, tf the
lured. The reason for my thinking thi s way parents can't afford that, it still won't help
is because of what school was like for me: the kids.
"We're going to teach it this way. If you have
Also, if you look carefully at the situatrouble learning using this method, tough! tion, you don't have as many students slip
We won't teach it another way so it will through the cracks at priva te schools. The
make sense to you; we'll just concern our- majority of them slip through in the public
selves with the majority of students and let schools. A lot of this has to do with less oneyou slip through the cracks.'
on-one attention. I'm t i ~ed of hearing the
That's what's wrong with the public reachers say that they have so many stuschools now. When 1think back to when I dents that if one student understands the
was a student in elementary through se- lesson and does well, it's all worth it. Teachnior
high
ers need to
school, I notice
have a desire
something. If The majority of them slip
for all their
you or anyone
students to do
else sits in an through in the public schools. well , not JUSt
average classthe ones who
room, it's easy A lot of this has to do with
grasprd the
to spot a stuconcept right
dent givingthe
away!
less one-on-one attention.
I think the
wrong answer.
problem is
That doesn't
take much effort at all. However, it takes a that people don't want to change. Some
very sharp mind to spot a teacher asking parents are against it because they feel the
the wrong question. Every time a child has way it was for them is the way it should
a problem learning, the approach is the always be. Some are in opposition because
same. There is something wrong with the the board wan ts to make it mandatory Unway lhey study, or they don't apply them- fortunately, there areal ways some who are
selves or there is a discipline problem or just along for the ride. Finally they ge t to
t hey aren't ge tti ng enough attentio n at protest somet hing. Their names will be in
h ome Rarely, is the teaching method the paper or their faces on TV How excitc hanged to take maximum advantage or ing! The way our children are behind in
compar ison to kids from other countries in
the c hild's natural learning style.
It makes perfect sense to teach material the area of academics, they should be happy
together instead of separately, one subject someone is trying to provide a solution. We
at a time. Students get to see how lessons are going into the 21st century, and our
are connected to each other. Th is is th e school children need all the help they can
same way life is. Several things are linked get.
It isn't possible to put into words how
lOget her in a pa noramic view of the world.
T his li nking of different kinds of informa- infuriated 1was when this report was over.
tion as a cohesive unit causes better overall Here someone is trying to introduce a cur-

ncul urn tnto the public school system that
would have helped me and countless other
students succeed,and these bra1 n-deadcon ·
form ists are protestl ng aga mst tt. Let's for·
get about the fact that It will help their
children achieve grades that w1l\ get them
into any college in the country
As a college student, lean see theaf te ref fectsof public education to date. Most of the
ti me the skills they lack are hfesktlls Time
management, bemgable to prioritize goals,
lack of strong values and low self-esteem
One of the most sigmf1cant reasons why
people abuse drugs is because as they grew
up, no one took the time (especially in the
schools) to reach them how to feel good
about themselves. We don't have mandatory programs to teach that in this country.
Perhaps we should.
Students also come to believe that the
grade is the most important thmg at the
university level. Pressure from their peers
and others urges them to achieve the highest grade no matter what the cost. Many do
just that. This style of teachmg emphasizes
what you learnf rom the expenence mstead
of the student wah the highest grade being
the best. After all, what good does ll do you
out in the real world tf you got the most
points tn a subject but didn't really learn
anythingof imponancefrom theclass7 We
need to get away from who has the most
points, to who has the most comprehensive
understanding.
That's what getting an education is all
about. This is another reason why I wholeheartedly support Outcome-Based education If students are taught this in the public schools, then by the time they reach the
collegiate level they will be ready for new
challenges!
Finally, for those people who were pro·
testing in Columbus, 1 think it would be
muc h more logica l tofind out exactly what
the program is supposed to accomplish. Let
it be implemented to see if it works or not
before you hold a rally against it

Sara R.joranko
Director, Writing Center
To the Editor:
Why has no one addressed the issue of the content of the
quotes that were censored from the yearbook? As an administrator here, lam appalled that those two women cited
those two incidents as the most memorable moments of
their college years. With all the ac tivi ties and classes and
good times that they may have experienced, it is sad tha t
those memories were what stood out in their minds.
Perhaps the better approach should have been to contac t them and ask them if they seriously wanted those
quotes to be included in the yearbook. They should have

Don't forget to give your
parents a hug this weekend.

This is an excellent opportunity to learn more about lega l
education, adrnis ion requirements to the various law schools,
scholarships and financial ·as ·istance, as well as a number of
other concerns pertinent to law school.

Plea se join us!

1e
Lookingfor something to do on campus?

CALL 397-INFO
CALL 397-INFO
CALL 397-INFO
The Student Activities Hotline
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letters to the editor
Senior expresses frustration with
lack of student involvement in the
choosing of con:'lmencement speaker

_ -.

·

other areas of the university. In fact, it does not even come
close.
During my years at john Carroll Umversity, one of the
mos.t valuable lessons 1have learned is to look beyond the
immediacy of myownenvironment. This school has taught
me to transcend my localit ies and reach beyond my limits,
and I am very grateful to have learned this lesson .
However, the selection of Wayne Embry a sa commencement speaker for our graduation clearly illustrates that the
upper administranonof this university still has not learned
this lesson. ThJsselectiondemonstrates that the university
has yet to transcend its own localities, or even those of its
Board of Trustees.

To the Editor:
"Some opinions mauer more than others," said a nine teenth century satirist.
Nowhere ts this more true than here at our own umversity. The fact of the matter ts that the school absolutely
refuses torecogmze any student input except that which it
already agrees With. As students, we have very little control over those dec1sions which affect us most directly.
Sure, we are permitted to participate in superficial endeavors and projects, but how much rea lconsidera tion does the Matthew D. Kemper
university actually grant to such student activities?
Class of 1995
The Student Union is the voice of our school, and as
Controversy over the censorship of
such, this body has the most pull with the administration.
Yet even here. it seems that when the views of the Student
yearbook quotes focuses on content
Union, and hence, those of the student body, are in confl ict
with those of the administration, the student opinions are To the Editor:
After the release of the October 20,199 4 issue of The
quickly dismissed by the university as impractical and
Carroll News, l was disturbed to hear students' reactions to
unrealistic.
The process of choosing a commencement speaker for John R. Thorne's article, "University Censors Yearbook."
graduation is a perfect example of this. (Although, "pro- When discussing Mr. Bookwalter's actions with stud ems, I
cess· may be a misnomer here. The selection of a gradua- found an extreme anti-administrative sentiment within
tion speaker is more hke an appointment from a totalitar- their arguments. It was not uncommon for me to hear
comments such as "Bookwalter can burn," or"Fire the jerk."
ian ruler).
1 do not disagree that Mr. Bookwalter disregarded our
For our fouryearsof service and dedication to the school
we are presented with Wayne Embry Regarding this pro- student rights by censoring the yearbook. Clearly, editing
cess of appointment, Fr. Lavelle was quoted as saying, "It's the quotes violated our privilege of a student press free of
censorship. However, before taking shots at Mr. Bookwalter,
frustrating to me."
Well Father, it is frustrating to us to be forced to sit and I think students should consider the reasoning behind
listen to a speaker whom we had absolutely no input in what he did.
choosing.
Do we really want stories about students passing out or
It is frustrating to realize that even after four years of vomiting on each other included in a publication as dignicommitment to our school, our opinions concerning our fied as the senior yearbook? According to Mr. Bookwalter,
owngraduation are neither wanted nor considered. That is "the quotes were removed because they were embarrassing
frustrating
to the university community." !agree with him that this is
Obviously the requirements for a graduation speaker embarrassing not on! y to our university comm unity, but to
are strenuous if the speaker must fall between the catego- our institution as a whole.
I came a long waytoattendjohnCarroll University. But
ries of "a good person" and "Saddam Hussein," as Fr. Lavelle
states. At least these requirements eliminate a few leaders even as far away as Chicago, it is viewed as an upstanding
university with a quality reputation. I feel that students
of M1dd le Eastern countries.
According to Fr. Lavelle, the old process of choosing a must take into consideration the fact that Mr. Bookwalter
graduation speaker, one which included student involve- was only trying to protect the integrity of John Ca rroll . He
ment, was a "potential embarrassment." Since when is it an acted only with our interests in mind, and I thank him for
embarrassment to involve students in a process of selec- his concern.
tion which affects them directly?!\
Perhaps the universit yshoul dev1atefrom th e m1ad eof · the-road" position it has clung to for too many years now.
It is time to take a stance and select a speaker who can
actually relate to the needs and interests of the student
body. Fr. Lavelle's Interaction with students is minimal at
best, so how could he possibly be expected to select a To the Editor:
speaker who is aware of current 5tudent issues, especially
Why has no one addressed the issue of the content of the
when the students are not even permitted to assist him in quotes that were censored from the yearbook? As an adthat selection?
ministrator here, lam appalled that those two women cited
A universny extsts to impart knowledge to its students those two incidents as the most memorable moments of
while at the same time fostering t he1r growth and develop- thCJr college years. With all the activities and classes and
ment. More often than not, this commitment demands good times that they may have experienced, it is sad that
"going that extra mile" and striving for the best that can those memories were what stood out in their minds.
possibly be achteved.
Perhaps the better approach should have been to conThe commencement speaker selection process has yet tact them and ask them if they seriously wanted those
to achieve this level of excellence that is so apparent in quotes to be included in the yearbook. They should have

had a chance to "take back" those words.
The immaturity which isev1dentscares me. 1wonder if
their parents found it amusmg ln ten or twenty years will
they be proud to show their children those yearbooks?
lt also offends me that both quotes were from women1guess we have come a long way, baby- too long, in this
case.
Nicki Plottner
Development Office

Center Director clarifies purpose and
services of Writing Center
To the Editor:
The Writing Center staff and l want to correct Liz
Whiteman's description of our services in her report (October 6) on the dedication of the O'Malley Center. While
we'reglad to share proof reading strategies with writers, we
don 't provide "help to students who want to have their
stories proof read before turning it in ." We won't correct
writers' incorrect grammar and unconventional punctuation, but we will explain principles and discuss with writers ways of correcting errors and clarifying punctua tion in
the context of their writi ng progress.
We feel the worst-case scenario is one in which a passive
writer brings in a paper due in thirty minutes and asks a
consultant to "fix" it. The idea of a university is not that it's
a place where you can bring in your van, leave it to be
detailed, and pick it up later. Cardinal Newman would roll
over in his grave!
Maybe a definition would help clarify our services:
"collaborate, v.i., to work , one with another; cooperate,
as on a literary work."
The writer is the "author-ity," not the consultant. Like
the 150 writers (includ ing some faculty members) who
have visited the center since its opening, we too are writers
who need input from readers at various times during the
writing process.
We encourage all writers to consult us with all kinds of
writing problems, not just proof readmg- brainstorming
topics, finding a focus, organizing and developin g ideas,
using evidence, clarifying style, developing an appropriate
voice, whatever.
But please don't wait until the last minute. Drop in or
call ahead, if you like, to make sure one of the two consultants always on duty will be available when you need him
or her. And don't forget, this service is free. Where else can
you get a ~a.l.lille that

Please join us!
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Outcome-based education: a choice for the future
Dwane Mclaughlin
Forum Writer

I was walking though my living room
one Tuesday evening, when l glanced at the
television set. The date was October 25,and
the news was on. They were doing a report
on a rally that was held in Columbus back
on the llth. Most of the people who were
chanting and carrying signs in opposition
were parents The reason for their discontentment was a program which would introduce a new curriculum into the public
school system. The Ohio State Board of
Education is trying to implement this controversial program which is referred to as
Outcome-Based Education.
By the way that these parents were so
vehement! y against it, 1 thought this program must be so bad that they wouldn't
even consider putting hardened criminals
through it! Natural! y, curiosity caused me
to stop what 1wasdoingand watch the rest
of the report. To my amazement, the goals
of th is new program were far from harmful
to the children. In fact, in the long run, it
seemed kids would benefit from the way
the teaching method is set up. Instead of
just teaching the basic reading, writing and
arithmetic, self-esteem and self-discipline
are also included. More emphasis is given to
working together in groups and to developing better, rriore efficient communication
skills. Tests are given less importance and
more attention is focused on overall learning. New methods of teaching include more
than one subject being taught at the same
time in a classroom. One mo re thing is
being taught in this program- something
that has not been mandatoryfor theschools
to teach, and that parents seem to have been
having difficulty teaching - values! Yes,
that's right values.
In short, the curriculum will treat them
like the yare rea l people not just schoolchildren. These are the things they're going to
havetoknow and have a firm grasp of when
they go out into the world.

These are more than just academ 1c skills; understanding of subject matter. Thereheyarelifeskills. Whyany parent wouldn't fore, it will cause better performance aca- ·
want their children taught this way, I don't demically! You always hear about school
know. What is so horrible about this pro- boards making a special program for chilgram? I've been saying for years that the dren like this. They've even had private
public school system needs to be restruc- schools made just for them. However, if the
tured. The reason for my thinking this way parents can't afford that, it still won't help
is because of what school was like for me: the kids.
"We're going to teach it this way. If you have
Also, if you look carefully at the situatrouble learning using this method, tough! tion, you don't have as many students slip
We won't teach it another way so it will through the cracks at private schools. The
make sense to you; we'll just concern our- majority of them slip through in the public
selves with the maJOrity of students and let schools. A lotofthishastodowith lessoneyou slip through the cracks."
on-one attention. I'm tired of hearing the
That's what's wrong with the public teachers say that they have so many stuschools now. W hen !think back to when 1 dents that if one student understands the
was a student in elementary through se- lesson and does well, it's all worth it. Teachnior
high
ers need to
school, ! notice
have a desire
something. 1f
for
all thetr
The majority of them slip
you or anyone
students to do
else sits in an
through in the public schools. well, not JUSt
average classthe ones who
room, it's easy A lot of this has to do with
grasped the
to spot a stuconcept right
dentgivingthe
away!
less one-on-one attention.
1 think the
wrong answer.
problem is
That doesn't
take much effort at all. However, it takes a that people don't want to change. Some
very sharp mind to spot a teacher asking parents are against it because they feel the
the wrong question. Every time a child has way it was for them is the way it should
a problem learning, the approach is the always be. Some are in opposition because
same. There is something wrong with the the board wants to make it mandatory. Unway they study, or they don't apply them- fortunately, there are always some who are
selves or there is a discipline problem or just a long for the ride. Finally they get to
they aren 't getting enough attention at protest something. Their names will be in
home . Rarely, is the teaching method the paper or their faces on TV. How excitchanged to take maximum advantage of ing! The way our children are behind in
comparison to kids [rom other countries in
the child's natural learning style.
It makes perfect sense to teach material the area of academics, they should be happy
together instead of separately, one subject someone is trying to provide a solution. We
at a time. Students get to see how lessons are going into the 21st century, and our
are connected to each other. This is the school children need all the help they can
same way life is. Several things are linked ger.
It isn't posstble to put into words how
together in a pa noramic view of the world.
This linking of different kinds of informa- infuriated 1was when this report was over.
tion as a cohesive unit causes better overall Here someone is trying to introduce a curt

ncul urn tnto the publ1c school system that
would have helped me and countless other
students succeed, and these brain-dead conform ists arc protesu ng aga mst 1t Let's forget about the fact that It will help the1r
children ach1eve grades that will get them
1nm any college in the country.
As a collegestudent,lcan seetheaf tereffectsof public education todate. Most of the
time the skills they lack are lifeskllls. Time
rna nagement, betng able to prioritize goa Is,
lack of strong values and low self-esteem
One of the most sign1ficant reasons why
people abuse drugs IS because as they grew
up, no one took the time (especially in the
schools) to teach them how to feel good
about themselves. We don't have mandatory programs to teach that in th1s country.
Perhaps we should.
Students also come to believe that the
grade is the most important thmg at the
university level. Pressure from their peers
and others urges them to ach1eve the high est grade no matter what the cost Many do
just that. This style of teac hmg emphasizes
what you learn from theexpenence mstead
of the student wtth the highest grade being
the best. After all, what good does It do you
out in the real world if you got the most
points in a subject but didn't really learn
anything of importance from the class~ We
need to get away from who has the most
points, to who has the most comprehensive
understand mg.
That's what getting an education 1s all
about. This is another reason why I wholeheartedly support Outcome-Based education. If students are taught this in the public schools. then by the time they reach the
collegiate level they w1ll be ready for new
challenges'
Finally, for those people who were protesting in Columbus, I think 1t would be
much more logical toflndoutexactlywhat
the program is supposed to accomplish let
it be implemented to see if it works or not
before you hold a rally agamst it.

Sara R.joranko
Director, Writing Center

Don't forget to give your
parents a hug this weekend.

This is an excellent opportuniry to learn more about legal
education, admission requirements to the various law schools,
scholarships e~nd financial ·assistance, a weLL as a number of
other concerns pertinent to law school.

FORIJW
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Lookingfor something to do on campus?

CALL 397-INFO
CALL 397-INFO
CALL 397-INFO
The Student Activities Hotline

COMICS I CLASSIFIEDS
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G£0 RG£ by Mark Szorady
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C-cked Cymbals by Michael A. Slayton

WHcoYf 1b E·Z.BANK~
QUICK-cASH AW./1

OUT ON A Llf08 by Gary Kopervas
~~~------.-======11

~ ~ide<l ..

RATZ By Ben Smith
0' ~ - T\lfRE'S AN OLD MAN
OVER THERE Wl"{l+ A KLEENex. ClD'SE YOUR EYES
AND COVER YOUR t=ARs.

Willy creates a diversion while Max appropriates treats.

HOOOOOOONI(

~!mWWlFWrP~~~ ~~
SNOOO R/_1 7~GII){.Pf.:=

I

AA.Ii\~IN

DO '(Oll WA Nl TO
KNOW HOW 1.
KNEW HE'D Do
THA-T? FIR<>T:, yoo
l..OOk F""OR. '-I?EAl
Bib N05 RILS ...
l

El

~~-

c I a s s i f i e d s
Help Wanted
No Gimmicks- Extra Income Now! Envelope stuffing- $600-$800 every
week. Free details. SASE co International Inc. 1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brook! yn, New York 11230.
Earn- $2500& free Spring Break Trips'
Sell 8 trops & go f reel Best tnps &
prices! Bahamas, Cancun, jamaica,
Panama Oty!Great experience! I -800678-6386'
Full Time and Part time-Valet. CashIers & Parking attendants needed
$550 per hour co stan plus full benefits Call Amy at 696-2696.
Cru1se Ships Hir•ng-Earn up to
$2,000+/ mo.on Cruise Sh1 ps or La ndTour companies World travel Seasonal & full-ume. employ men! available. No exp necessary. For mfo. Call
1-206-634-0468 ext.c5556l.
Counter /c ash1er-R1 b/ p1zza cooks,
fl ex1blc ho urs. no expenence necessa ry Appl y m perso n Geppetto's 4 350
Mayloeld Rd. 2 blocks wes t of Green
Rd
Wanted"' lnd i\·1duals and Stude nt Orga nlzauons to Promote SPRING
BREAK '95 Earn subst.a ntoa l MONF Y
and FREE TRI PS. Call tnter-ca mpu>
programs 1-800-327-6013
Wanted Sworn mscruuor,jCL.. Va rsny

preferred. 237-2249.
Positions available at Quinn's. Call
932-6999.
Gourmet Pasta Business needs responsible. outgoing. people-oriented sales
person to work the counter. Part or Full
rime. Call Isabel between 3-4 p.m. at
321 -2191.
Afternoon help in child care center at
Belvoir & Bluestone. 382-1802.

evenings. Own transportation great
but not necessary. 291-5911.

Lost and Found
Lose-Broach, half dollar in size, gold
with silver horse inlaid into maroon
background. Lost on Monday morning
between the libra r y lot and somewhere in the Ad Building. VERY IMPORTANT the owner gees chis back.
Extreme sentimental va lue. Reward is
offered. Please call Debbie, 621-5132

For Sale

Rusty Red's American Bar & Grill new
place. Wanted: part-time servers, bartenders and dming room hose. Apply
in person 3216Silsby Rd. By Lee, or call
932-1033 and ask for Marti.

Waterbed for sale. Includes 6 drawers.
mirrored headboard, heater, mattress
and padded rails- $50. 291-5911.

Spring Break

1993 Sea-Doo XP and 1992 Polaris 650
SL with extras. Will sell separately or
together with Tandem rrailer.
(216)535-4516

Spring Break 95-America's #l spring
break company! Cancun, Bahamas,
Daycona & Panama 110% lowest price
guarantee. Organize 15 friends and
travel free. Earn htghest commissions.
(800)32-TRAVEL.

Personals
Dad, thanks for clipping all chose 'Fingers."! appreciate it a "LaT.'
Uncie B- How's da -nephew! Uncie D.

Respons1ble Baby-sitter needed for occasional evemngs and weekend s for
two n1ce children m O range Village.
Ow n transpo rtati on prefe rred 3600943.
Baby-sm er needed fo rt wo and a ha lt
year old boy· fo r occasiOnal weekend

CongratsBoose-Boose Baby! Good luck
in Gross Anatom y! They who Walk.
Con & Jer - Rents from o ut of tho s
world. Son
Good luck Meghan a nd j.T!

LAST CHANCE!!!

Do you enjoy ·t he
weekly crossword
regularly featured
on this page?
If you do, and hope it
continues running in the
future, then please write
your name below along
with any suggestions and
drop it off at

The Carroll News.

